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Summary
Large parts of Upper England flood every two or three years following
disastrous peak rain events, leading to both financial and societal damage. The
floods get worse every time, because of climate change, increasing damage and
a changing land use, thus flood alleviation schemes should be implemented on
a large scale. This thesis zooms in at the Calder Valley, a historically flood prone
area, where a catastrophal combination of a tight valley and steep, open hills
causes rain to flood the densely populated valley again and again. Woodland
planting is seen as an important part of flood alleviating schemes and can
slow and diminish woodlands signifcantly. However, the social acceptance
and thereby the implentation of woodland planting is lacking among farmers,
because they lack productive use and values and among walkers because
they lack experiential qualities. The aim of this thesis is to find experiential,
productive and hydrological principles for new woodlands and to see to what
extent they can be combined, to create a more socially accepted design
proposal.
First, a literature review was conducted to find the hydrological principles for
woodlands and to find some productive values that woodlands could show. This
led to design principles for flood alleviating woodlands. Plus it led to design
principles for silvipastures,After this, a phenomenological walking study was
done in the Calder Valley and in 5 English woodlands, which eventually led
to the creation of five categories of experiential design principles that could
enhance immersive woodland experiences, experience of nature, experience
of an interesting route, the experience of pleasurable multisensory information
and the experience of a sense of place, or landscape drama.
The principles were not place-specific by then, so a landscape analysis was
conducted where locations were identified to apply the different hydrological,
productive and experiential principles. For the productive principles in
particular, soil conditions were analysed and two types of silvipasture were
proposed.
These layers were then overlayed and dilemmas were identified between the
different principles. There came out three dilemmas, and for each dilemma,
solutions were drawn and assessed according whether they followed the
principles which were stated before. The solutions were mainly chosen because
they kept productive and experiential principles intact.
Then the integrated design was made, with all the mentioned types and
solutions for conflicts put in place. The design should rather be seen as a
proposal than as an end-design, as it merely shows how on basis of certain
principles a coherent design could be made. Just like that, the routes are also a
proposal which partially on missing links in the existing network.
This thesis is significant in two aspects. The first aspect is that it through its
phenomenological walking study it tries to add knowledge on the multisesnory,
bodily experience of English woodlands and of the Calder Valley, as triggered
by certain physical characteristics. This complements the existing visual design
principles for woodlands in England. The second aspect is that this thesis
tries to see assess tradeoffs and find solutions for dilemmas between mainly
qualitative design principles to heighten social acceptance. It can be concluded
that the conflicts between the hydrological, experiential and productive
principles can be bridged by careful design or small compensations.
Recommendations are to test whether the experiential and productive
principles are in line with local opinions, to test and monitor the hydrological
workings of woodlands in the Calder Valley in several test units, and to
incorporate other flood alleviating measures in an integrated design which also
incorporates woodland planting.
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INTRODUCTION
1- General problem & case study area
2 - Topic: Woodland planting against surface floods in the Calder Valley

Figure I.I: July 2012 surface floods on a road above Hebden Bridge, Calder Valley
(source: ITV.com, 2012)

1 - General problem and case study
area
A significant problem: rain induced peak floods in England
In the last couple of years, England has been hit hard by floods, mainly
induced by very large rainfall events (Marsh et. al., 2016). Too much rain led to
rivers bursting their banks, blocked drainage channels, floods on the surfaces
of agricultural land, and above all, enormous economic and psychological
damage for the English people. Large cities like York and Sheffield were hit by
floods in 2012 and 2007, as well as remoter areas in the countryside in 2015.

^ Figure I.II: climate change
will increase extreme rainfall
amounts up to 36% until 2100 in
England(Kendon et. al., 2014)

There are three reasons why increasing flood protection has become more
relevant lately. First, throughout the ages, floods have hit England, but in
the last years, the damage now has become so big, that floods can't even be
insured for anymore(Butler & Pidgeon, 2011). Second, due to climate change,
extreme rainfall amounts and events will respectively increase up to 36%
and 40% until 2100 (see fig. I.II) (Kendon et. al., 2014)(Van Oldenburgh et. al.
2016). Third, next to climate change, land use management in the uplands, like
increased drainage, grazing and soil compaction causes water to infiltrate less
and flow down more quickly (Wheater, 2006).
Case study area: the Calder Valley, Yorskhire, England
One particular valley where flooding has happened throughout the years is the
Calder Valley (see fig I.III). Since people began living at the bottom of this valley
in the Industrial Revolution 180 years ago, 110 flooding events happened, often
with mayor damage as a result (Shannon & Sunderland, 2003). The Calder Valley
lies amidst the Pennine Ridge, a hillrange in the center of Britain (see fig I.IV).
A combination of a steep hillrange and a rainy climate has caused floods in the
past, but also brought the area prosperity as water and steam mills colonized its
quickly streaming rivers(Jennings, 1992). Since long ago, farmers cleared woods
on the hills to have sheep, which resulted in a mostly open landscape (see figs.
I.V-VII). In this renowned landscape, nowadays explored by walkers and other
tourists(Spracklen, 2016), flood protection measures are needed.

^ Figure I.IIIa: Workings of the floods: no surface roughness, infiltration
rates and steep topography cause floods in the valley and up the hill.

^ Figure I.IIIb: Boxing Day floods in Hebden Bridge, December 2015
(Source: Telegraph.co.uk, 2016)
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> Figure I.IV: location of Calder
Valley in the Pennine Ridge
between Leeds & manchester

V Figure I.V: map of landscape
of the Calder Valley
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^ Figure I.VI: The largest part of the landscape exists of open moorlands and
open grasslands with sheep farms

^ Figure I.VII: Since the Industrial Revolution, new towns have been packed in
the tight valley bottom, centered around large textile mills

2 - Topic: Woodland planting against
surface floods in the Calder Valley
Recent peak floods in the Calder Valley lead to resilience oriented flood
management strategies
The most recent severe flooding in the Calder Valley happened in December
2015, when severe surface and river flooding occured, due to a combination
of rain saturated soils and heavy sudden rainfall (Marsh et. al., 2016). At least
15 areas up the hill were surface flooded (see fig. II.I). The economic damage
of the 2015 floods has been estimated to be at least 47 million pounds (Sakai
et. al., 2016). Historically, the Calder Valley has been very prone to flooding
with almost 100 recorded floods with severe damage since 1615 (see fig. II.II)
(Calderdale Council, 2016a). Circa every 5 years, a severe flood reaches the
densely populated valley bottom and causes a lot of damage. Only recently
have policies acknowledged that only the ad-hoc updating of the concrete flood
walls along the main rivers is not the way to continue. Comparing the Flood
Risk Management Plans from 2010 and 2016, one can see a notable shift from
resistance related policies towards resilience orientated ones, including Natural
Flood Management (Environment Agency, 2010) (Calderdale Council 2016a). In
Natural Flood Management, adapting upstream land use is seen as an integral
part of reducing flood risk (Collentine & Futter, 2016).

Mytholymroyd
Todmorden

> Figure II.I Locations of surface
floods in the Calder Valley
during the Dember 2015 floods

Walsden

V Figure II.II Timeline of floods
in the Calder Valley since 1615
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Surface floods in the Calder Valley are caused by 'intense rainfall that may only
last a few hours, or even minutes in the case of some parts of Calderdale.' This
causes runoff on rural land that exceed infiltration rates of the soil. In urban
areas, sewages are not sufficient or blocked resulting in roads and properties
that get flooded (Calderdale Council, 2016a). To combat surface flooding,
the amount of water flowing into the sewage system should be lowered, the
infiltration rate of rural land should be increased and the peak runoff should
be slower and spread out more. Especially the latter two aspects cannot be
solved with technical Sustaianble Urban Drainage systems, but need to be done
through land use changes in the green belt around urban areas (Micou, 2006).
Woodland planting for natural flood management will double the woodland
cover in the Calder Valley
Among other Natural Flood Management options like building leaky wooden
dams, reviving old mill ponds as reservoirs, and blocking drainage, 7 out of
35 policies mentioned in the Calder Valley Flood Action Plan(2016) involve
planting more woodland. Thus, there are more measures which need to be
implemented, but this thesis focuses on woodlands because of its significant
impact on the landscape appearance when planted (Bell & Apostol, 2008),
whereas other measures are more technical and low-profile. Several studies
have pointed out that woodland can reduce peak heights significantly for both
more frequent and very rare flooding events(Thomas & Nisbet, 2007)(Jackson
et. al., 2008)(Bulygina et. al., 2013)(Dixon et. al., 2016) although reduction
percentages range from 11,5 to 48,4%, depending on catchment size and land
cover percentage. Bulgygina et. al. (2013) summarized the range of several
modelling and measurement experiments that researched the relation between
planting woodland and water flows in this table (table II.I):

heavy grazing
on improved
grassland
tree strips
on improved
grassland
complete
afforestation of
plot

% change in
maximum daily
flow of 1-5 years
event (mm/h)
+4.1 to +33.8

% change in
% change in peak
maximum daily
flow (mm/15min)
flow of 1-10 years
event (mm/h)
+3.9 to +28.4
+17.8 to +44.2

-2 to -6.2

-1.3 to

-1.1 to -7.8

-11.5 to -18.1

-11.7 to -17.9

-15.8 to -48.4

The positive effect of woodlands to reduce peak flows convinced the
Calderdale Council to reduce peak flows via woodland planting, showed in their
policies in the new Flood Action Plan(2016) which include 'identifying places
for woodland creation'(#67), 'changing woodland management, restoring wet
woodlands along rivers'(#80), and, most significantly on a landscape scale,
'#74: Increase the amount of woodland from 6% to 13% of the catchment'.
(Calderdale Flood Action plan, 2016).
This would mean a doubling of the current woodland cover percentage, which
because of limited space and the uphill start of the flood events would be
planted in the mostly open, uphill landscape. This could have significant impact
on the landscape appearance.
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< Table II.I: outcomes of
different modelling approaches
show that afforestation has
the most postive effect on
decreasing peak flows, whereas
heavy grazing enhances peak
flows (After Bulygina et.al.,
2013)

Woodland planting is already happening throughout the Calder Valley

v Figure II.III till II.VIII: recent
small scale woodland planting
schemes in the Calder Valley
are most often small and not
coordinated with each other.
Their location is sometimes at a
much needed spot, but at other
times it is just on a plot where a
piece of land is available.

Plans and actions to increase the amount of woodland in the Calder Valley
are not new. Woodland planting has been going on in the Calder Valley for
the last 15-20 years. Two initiatives are worth mentioning: the White Rose
Forest, an overarching organisation of governmental and non-governmental
institutions which aim is to plant 1 million trees in 5 years throughout whole
Yorkshire (White Rose Forest, 2017) (Yorkshire Trees, 2017) and Treesponsibility,
a non-profit organisation involved in community forestation, planting 5
hectares a year, a 10.000 trees a year. (Interview Dongria Kond, October
2016) (Treesponsibility 2017). Both focus on the educational purposes of tree
planting, with Treesponsibility adding the aim to combat floods. So, plantings
are already happening on a very local, small scale, which aree mostly in small
patches of around 3-5 hectares. On the one hand, these plantings don't make
any difference yet in terms of slowing peak floods on a large scale (Thomas &
Nisbet, 2007), while on the other hand they have a significant impact on the
appearance of this open, grazed landscape, which is not thought about enough
yet. In the next chapter (1.1), it is explained how this causes problems for the
social acceptability and implementation of the new woodland plantings. floods.

On a steeper hill above Todmorden

In the Moorland at Gorpley Reservoir

Small riparian Woodland around Cornholme

Small plot along an existing woodland at Gorpley Dale

On a small piece of land above Nutclough

A shelterbelt downhill from Heptonstall
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^figure 1.1 - Newly planted woodlands do not offer experiential aesthetic qualities to walkers and farmers

1.1 - Problem statement
Low social acceptance leads to flawed woodland planting implementation
To slow down surface peak flows in the Upper Calder Valley, woodlands are
being planted at the moment on small plots around the valley. As Thomas &
Nisbet (2007) say, they need to be planted coherently, have a minimum size and
be desynchronised from each other, i.e. at different heights on the slopes as to
divide the big peak into several smaller ones. At the moment, woodlands are
planted on plots which are available, without looking where they are needed
the most, without having sufficient size (see fig. 1.2), and not being planted
desynchronised from each other. On top of that, when looking at the most
severely hit areas, the recent woodland plantings appear to be not in the right
location to slow the floods (see fig. 1.3).

newly
planted
woodland
recent
flooding
event

^figure 1.2 - The size of planted woodlands in the Calder Valley is too small to
offer a real flood prevention option

^figure 1.3 - The location of planted woodlands are not near any of the worst
hit areas of recent flooding events.

This leads to the question: why is the effort so low to implement these much
needed flood alleviation woodlands on a large scale? This thesis approaches
this question by looking at their social acceptability. Social acceptability is
here defined as “a condition that results from a judgmental process by which
individuals 1) compare the perceived reality with its known alternatives; and 2)
decide whether the real condition is superior, or sufficiently similar, to the most
favourable alternative condition.” (Brunson, 1996, p9). Historically, social
acceptability in afforestation projects in the UK has been an issue. In the 20th
century, large wood plantation schemes took place in the open Northern
landscapes of the UK, often without regarding the existing landscape (see
fig. 1.4 & 1.5) which in the end led to local resistance against new woodland
plantations (Bell & Apostol, 2008) (Lucas, 1997) (Brotherton, 1983). When it
became apparent that the way of planting in blocks of one species created
less social acceptance and less easy to implement, there came a shift towards
a landscape design approach which created woodlands that were adapted to
local circumstances, which made them more socially accepted, most notably
the example of Ennerdale, which had a very bad 'plantation' reputation but is
now converted into a 'Wild Ennerdale' which attracts tourists. (Bell & Apostol,
2008) (Lucas, 1997).
^figure 1.4-5-6 - Not socially
accepted block planting without regards for the underlaying
landscape in past (above,
from Bell & Apostol, 2008) &
present(middle), and a more
accepted 'designed' plantation
woodland in Ennerdale (below)

Social acceptability is context specific and depends on 3 aspects: physical
possibility, economic feasibility and cultural adoptability (Shindler et. al. 2004).
Looking at the landscape of the Calder Valley, there is physical possibility, when
8

looking at the existing natural and planted woodlands in the area. There is also
economic feasibility, as woodland subsidies can make it feasibile (Lawrence et.
al, 2014). In this case, the cultural adoptability slows the planting. Why? Among
other reasons, there are two possible reasons why cultural adoptability could be
low: the lack of experiential qualities they offer for active users, and the lack of
productive values they have for local farmers.
Reason 1: For walkers, the new woodlands don't offer experiential aesthetic
qualities
The Calder Valley is well known for its active use of trails for walking, running
and horse-riding, and access to local routes is named as a quality in the National
Character Area assessment by Natural England (2010). New woodlands in the
area mostly publicly accessible via the Rights of Way. However, when looking
at literature about the woodland preferences of active users, it appears that the
new woodlands are either too small or too uniform, thereby lacking experiential
qualities (Coles & Bussey, 2000) (Lucas, 1997).
Too small, thus lacking qualities: Looking at the new woodlands planted in
the Calder Valley, almost all of them are planted on small plots of just a 2 or 3
hectares, and there have been made no efforts to experience these woodlands
from within (see figure 1.2). From the perspective of organisations such as
Treesponsibility this is understandable. They don’t have the money nor the
persuasion to buy large areas of land to create continuous large woodland
plots. This is a problem, because active users of woodlands in the UK (46% of
them) generally prefer larger woodlands of plus 40ha. When woodlands were
smaller than 5ha, the responders rather had smaller blocks than tree belts, to
have a continuous experience from within the woodlands. This is to create a
feeling of being away, due to immersion and the absence of human intrusion
(Coles & Bussey, 2000).These qualities should be included, and the search for
the exact ones that are suitable for the Calder Valley will come back later in
chapter 3.
Too uniform, thus lacking qualities: The larger woodlands that are planted
are conifer-only woodlands, which lack in structural diversity, openness and
naturalness, all valued qualities that active users of UK woodlands prefer
(Coles & Bussey, 2000). As said before, the 20th century has seen many large
scale afforestation projects led by the Forestry Commission which did not
incorporate landscape quality, but whereblocks of conifers were planted in very
open landscapes, without following landscape forms or offering experiential
aesthetic qualities (Lucas, 1997) (Bell & Apostol, 2008).

<< figure 1.3 (left) - Woodlands
should have a significant size
to have experiential qualities,
whereas most new ones in the
Calder Valley lack size.

< figure 1.4 (right) - New plantings as of now are uniformly
planted and of the same age
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Reason 2: For farmers, new woodlands lack productive use and values
On average, two thirds of the land in the English uplands is privately owned or
managed (Quinn et. al., 2008). In the Calder Valley, this is not much different,
most of the uphill lands are in the hands of grassland farmers farmers (see
figure 1.4). This means that the doubling of woodland cover that is planned for
slowing runoff would mainly be planted at the land of farmers. The Forestry
Commission tries to convert these lands into woodlands by giving grants to
individual farmers to develop plots into woodlands (Lawrence et. al., 2014).
Small organisations with private funds such as Treesponsibility actively search
for landowners that allow woodland planting on their land (Hebden Bridge
Times, January 2017).

> figure 1.5 (left) - Most land
in the Uplands of the Calder
Valley is privately owned.
>> figure 1.6 (right) - Newly
planted woodlands do not offer
productive values or use for
farmers.

However, in a research about English landowners’ attitudes towards woodland
creation in Lancashire, 40% of the farmers never even considered planting
woodlands (Bell, 1999). These landowners saw woodlands as a sacrilege, as
untidy, or as ‘not real farming’ (Lawrence et. al. 2014). This can be explained
according to the theories of Burton (2004) about the social capital of farming,
which say that not all values of farming can be expressed in economic terms.
Being a farmer, there are different ways of producing social capital, among
which producing food itself and physically manifesting that you are a good
producer by for example lacing the best producing crops or livestock at the
most visible spots, or by neatly arranging the fields which shows a care for
the land. This then provides social status amongst farmers. Providing farmers
with social capital could be more important than money to convince them to
cooperate in agri-environment schemes. In the current planted woodland,
neither a form of food production nor a productive aesthetics are incorporated,
but rather neglected, leading to less social acceptability. There are signs that
farmers would like to get involved in flood protection, unlike what well-known
environmentalists like George Monbiot say, who point at hill farmers as solely
causing the floods and resisting solutions (Monbiot, 2016). According to the
latest Flood Manifesto by the National Farmers Union (2017), farmers agree
that they should have a role in Natural Flood Management, but that 'funding
mechanisms need to truly value the flood mitigation services provided and help
farmers continue to produce food.' So, if you don’t value their land and work
high enough and don’t allow them to continue producing, farmers will resist
woodland planting.
Concluding problem statement
The social acceptability of new flood alleviating woodlands is low, not because
they are economically unfeasible or physically impossible, but because the
cultural adoptability is low. This is caused by the the lack of experiential
aesthetic qualities that they offer for active users and the lack of productive use
and -aesthetics that the woodlands provide for farmers.
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1.2 - Aim of the research
So, the current new woodlands in the Calder Valley lack in experiential qualities
and in productive values, while also not doing enough from a hydrological
perspective, leading to less cultural adoptability. The aim of this thesis is to
find experiential, productive and hydrological principles for new woodlands
and to see to what extent they can be combined. Looking at the combinations
is important to find solutions for dilemmas between the different principles,
and to see whether there can be win-win or minimized loss outcomes where all
services improve (DeFries et. al 2004). Incorporating experiential qualities and
productive values in the new woodlands could increase the cultural adoptability
of woodlands (Lucas, 1997)(Lawrence et. al. 2014). This thesis could provide
the arguments for that incorporation, and show whether large sacrifices
need to be made or whether conflicts disappear through designed solutions.

^figure 1.7 - Past before new plantings: positively
valued landscape with experiential qualities and
agricultural production, but no flood prevention

^figure 1.8 - Present: experiential and productive
principles are not included, and the hydrological
contribution of new woodlands is questionable.

^figure 1.9 - Production values of farmers are not
taken into account while creating new Woodlands,
leading to reluctance

1.3 - Lens and knowledge gap
Looking at the principles, there are two fields where there is
already available knowledge on, which are the flood alleviating
workings of woodlands (e.g. Bulygina et. al. 2013; Jackson et. al.,
2008, Thomas & Nisbet, 2007; ) and the possible productive uses
of woodlands where there is also a role for food production(e.g.
Smith et. al, 2011; Morgan-Davies et. al., 2008; Franzel et. al.,
2002; ) These are needed to be understood, rather than be
gathered new knowledge on. With looking at the overlaps,
dilemmas and possible combinations between these two, one of
the obstacles of gaining social acceptability, i.e. the resistance
of farmers against 'unproductive landscapes', could be removed.
However, there is the other obstacle, which is the lack of
experiential qualities for active users. Here there needs to be
gathered knowledge on which qualities are there in the Calder
Valley at the moment, and on what could be added for walkers.
^ figure 1.10 Design Gap

Experiential aesthetic qualities: why a phenomenological lens is needed
The assessment of aesthetic qualities is often done via looking at the scenic
beauty of the landscape (e.g. Bell & Apostol, 2008). However, literature shows
that people’s aesthetic experience of landscapes and wooded landscapes in
particular is not only scenically and ocular-centric, but that it is rather gained
through the active engagement with the landscape which causes aesthetic
experiences, nature-landscape connections, or feelings of symbolic, cultural
11

or spiritual significance (O’Brien & Morris, 2014). This thesis mainly focuses
on this active engagement with the landscape, which can be experienced
through bodily engagement with the landscape. Through this, multiple senses
contribute to aesthetic experiences such as positive stimulation of senses,
seeing the quality of a landscape, experiencing a sense of place or experiencing
the sheltering function of a woodland (O’Brien & Morris, 2014). Experiential
qualities can be assessed after they have been bodily experienced and recorded
fully, which can be done following a phenomenological walking method, such
as used in studies by van Etteger(2016) and Dings (2015). Therefore, to fill the
knowledge gap, in this study a phenomenological lens is used.
There are two specific aspects where there is lacking knowledge, but which are
crucial to do research on, to see which experiential qualities new woodlands
could provide in the Calder Valley, next to the productive and flood alleviating
services. The first aspect is lacking knowledge on current experiential aesthetic
qualities of the Calder Valley landscape, and the second aspect is lacking
knowledge on the positive experiential qualities of new woodlands in Northern
England.
1. There is limited knowledge of experiential aesthetic qualities of the Calder
Valley landscape
There is knowledge about the landscape character of the Southern Pennines
(Natural England, 2010). In their National Character Area Assessment, mainly
ecological values are described, together with some scenic aesthetical values.
Other sources describe aesthetic values that specific groups of people (tourists,
nature conservers, walkers, upper middle-class dwellers) give to specific
aspects of the landscape, like the moors (Shoard, 1982) (Simmons, 2008), the
valley(Smith & Philips, 2001), and the uplands (Spracklen, 2011). Next to that
Burton(2012) and Lawrence et. al.(2014) describe the aesthetic preferences of
farmers in the English countryside.

^ figure 1.11 Knowledge gap
Calder Valley landscape
qualities

However, there is too limited knowledge about the aesthetic qualities of the
Calder Valley landscape by bodily engaging with it through movement. Taking
into account the multisensory characteristics through movement of the current
landscape of the Calder Valley is crucial, because active users experience the
landscape aesthetically through movement (Coles and Bussey, 2000) which
creates well-being effects. Therefore it is important to map these experiences if
they can offer something for the design. Following a multisensory, movementbased approach, there may appear a broader, more extensive understanding of
qualities to enhance or maintain.
2. There is limited knowledge of relation betweeen physical characteristics
and experiential aesthetic qualities of new English woodlands
In this study, it is important to know what the physical characteristics
are that create aesthetic experiences for walkers. Studies from the field
of environmental psychology are often too general, and only describe
categories of aesthetic experiences of a large survey group, and the described
aesthetic experiences are not linked to specific physical characteristics of a
woodland(O'Brien et. al., 2014)(Coles & Bussey, 2000). On the other hand, there
are studies that link physical characterstics to certain aesthetic experiences,
however these studies are done in different countries (e.g. Finland, Japan, UK)
and show different outcomes, thereby showing that woodland characteristics
and experiences are very local and can only be understood at a local level
(Hauru, 2015) (Edwards, 2012) (Jorgensen & Hitchmough, 2002).

^figure 1.12 Knowledge gap
multisensory woodland
guidelines

In design literature, there is excellent literature about design guidelines for
woodland landscapes, such as Designing Sustainable Forest Landscapes (Bell
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& Apostol 2008) and Exploring Woodland Design (Gustavsson, 2004). Bell and
Apostol (2008) describe ways to analyse the landscape for planting woodlands,
and give design principles. However, they are not so much focused on
experiencing the forests from within, but more on the visual effects of forests
on the landscape as looked from a distance. Gustavvson(2004) talks about the
inner structure types of woodlands, but his principles are mainly visual and not
specifically meant for moving through the woodlands. English studies show
that the continuous, immersive experience of woodlands makes them more
restorative (Hauru, 2015) and more pleasant to recreate in(Coles and Bussey,
2000).
For these reasons, it is important to understand the relationship between the
bodily, multisensory characteristics of forests and the aesthetic experiences
they evoke, what is yet missing in the literature by Bell & Apostol (2008).
Therefore, research needs to be done towards the multisensory aesthetic
qualities in English woodlands, to derive woodland structure types that could
offer a broader range of qualities than the ones that are mentioned in literature.

1.4 - Research questions
The main research question, to find knowledge needed for the design is:
What are the experiential design principles for creating new woodlands in
the Calder Valley Uplands?
The answers on this question will be used as input to answer the design
question.The main design question is:
How can experiential aesthetic, productive and hydrological design
principles be combined to increase the cultural adoptability of new runoff
slowing woodlands in the Calder Valley?

1.5 - Research strategy & guide
Gathering design principles through a literature review and walking study
To answer the design question, the research question needs to be answered
to form experiential principles, but there is also knowledge that needs to be
gathered on the hydrological workings of woodlands and on the productive
possibilities for new woodlands. This will be done via a literature review
(chapter 2). After the walking study (chapter 3) and the literature review,
a landscape analysis (chapter 4) needs to be conducted which identifies
locations for woodlands for applying hydrological, productive and experiential
principles seperately.
Overlay technique, design phase and possible outcomes
After this, in the design phase (chapter 5), these principles will be overlayed
to see where there are dilemmas between the different principles. By creating
overlays of types of woodlands created from different types of principles,
this thesis tries the overlapping technique of 'Design with Nature' by Ian
McHarg (1969), in which different values are mapped and overlayed to identify
limitations and opportunities for design interventions (see figure 1.13). For the
dilemmas between different pricniples, there will be found solutions which will
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^ figure 1.13
Overlay technique as applied by
McHarg (1969, p39) to look at
opportunities and limitations of
different values and programs.

V figure 1.13
Research strategy

be assessed to whether they still meet the principles which were stated before.
These solutions will then be integrated in the integrated design for a specific
detailed region, and a series of visualizations will show what the combination
of principles could add. The intermediate and end results of the design phase
will then be discussed in the discussion. For the complete research strategy,
look below (fig. 1.13).
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2 - RUNOFF-SLOWING
& PRODUCTIVE
WOODLANDS
LITERATURE REVIEW TO FIND
HYDROLOGICAL & PRODUCTIVE DESIGN
PRINCIPLES
2.1
2.2

Hydrological woodland principles to slow peak floods
Productive uses and aesthetics for woodlands

> figure 2.1 - One of the few riparian woodlands in the Calder Valley
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2.1 - Hydrological woodland
principles to slow peak floods
Effects of woodlands on the reduction of peak floods
According to Nisbet & Thomas (2006), woodlands help alleviate downstream
flooding in three ways, as compared to improved grassland which is meant for
grazing:

^ figure 2.2 - Interception
workings of woodlands

^ figure 2.3 - Infiltration
workings of woodlands

1. By their increased water use through evapotranspiration, which
consists of interception, transpiration and directly from the soil surface.
Evapotranspiration is usally higher in summer than in winter because of higer
termperatures and more plant growth, which lead to higher transpiration and
interception (Nisbet, 2005) One extra effect of interception is the reduction
of soil compaction in extreme rain events. Looking at the Calder Valley, tree
species which use more water for tree growth and transpirate more are needed,
and tree species with a denser canopy are needed to intercept more water, as
broadleaved trees could intercept 10% of the amount of rain during an extreme
rain event in summer. In winter the effects of interception are less because of
less leaf surface (Calder et. al. 2003)., and therefore additional natural flood
management needs to be done, which is not covered in this thesis.
2. By their increased sponge effect through infiltration. The infiltration of
water in the soil of woodlands is higher than in grasslands due to a more open
structure. This structure is more open because of more organic matter, active
tree roots and soil fauna, resulting in larger macropores (Nisbet & Thomas,
2008). Infiltration is higher in summer than in winter, because then the soil
is then less saturated with water. Therefore, just like the evapotranspiration
effects, the infiltration effects of woodlands mainly effect the flash floods
that happen in summer. The infiltration effects off 50 m wide, young native
woodland shelterbelts have been measured to reduce the peak event by 15
minutes for a 12km2 catchment, which is 60 times higher than grazed grassland
(Carrol et. al., 2004) (Toraldo, 2010). Based on this, you can not extrapolate
the effects to the Calder Valley, but you can say that it is important to have
fast growing tree species which make a lot of open, organic matter, which are
usually the native pioneering woodland species like Salix, Betula and Alnus.
3. By the extra roughness they create at the surface level. According to Nisbet
and Thomas (2008), the most promising effect of woodlands in the reduction
of floods lies in the surface roughness that woodlands offer. Water that flows
along a floodplain surface with woodland will reduce in horizontal flow velocity
through obstruction by stems, will create temporary water storage behind
the stems of trees and will flow out of the banks because of woody debris that
blocks the flow of water.
The effects could possibly be up to 50% reduction in flow velocity and 140
minutes delayment of a peak event when a complete floodplain is covered
in wood, and 15% and 30 minutes when only a small strip is Thomas and
Nisbet(2007). Exporting this to the Calder Valley; except for that there should
be woodland structures which allow preferably year round undervegetation
and a dense planting structure, so the ones that allow some light to touch the
soil. Therefore darker species like Castanea and Fagus are to be excluded where
slowing water is very important, and rather lighter species like Quercus, Betula,
Fraxinus and Alnus are to be planted.

^ figure 2.4 - Workings of
surface roughness at improved
grasslands(above) and
woodlands(below)
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1. Interception
reduces peak height
2. Infiltration
slows
3. Surface roughness
slows

Effects in order of
magnitude

Species for the Calder
Valley

10% less rain reaches
floor than on grassland

large leaf size

50m strip could already
delay peak with 15
minutes compared to
grassland
Complete floodplain
woodland delays peak
with 140 minutes, only
strips delays with 15
minutes

fast growing, organic
soil producing

quercus, acer

salix, betula, alnus
open leaf structure that
allows for undergrowth
betula, alnus, fraxinus

< table 2.1 - summary of the
effects of woodlands on slowing
and reducing peak floods

General woodland structure types that could slow and reduce
Before the landscape of the Calder Valley is even analysed, two types of flood
alleviating woodlands can be identified: floodplain woodlands, which slow
the flow of water on larger surfaces that are not necessarily directly flowing
towards a river or stream, and riparian woodlands, that are located next to a
stream and delay the flow of water that comes directly into the river because it
is the lowest point (Nisbet & Broadmeadow, 2011). They require a different size,
locations and species to function optimally. The specific program per woodland
type will be explained below.
Floodplain woodlands and shelterbelts
Floodplain woodlands are either located at larger areas on places with a
lot of surface flow, or concentrated in smaller shelterbelts which only cover
the essential areas. Floodplain woodlands are usually located around flatter,
downstream areas around rivers which could flow out of their banks during
extreme flood events, whereas shelterbelts should be located at small strips
where the horizontal flow velocity is high, such as on top or on the downside
of steep hillsides (Caroll et al., 2004) (Thomas & Nisbet, 2007). With regards
to the shelterbelts, it is important to incorporate them in a larger connected
framework, otherwise they could lack experiential principles (Coles & Bussey,
2000).

< figure 2.6 - Species mix and
size of shelterbelt woodlands

The main function of both types of woodland is to slow water that normally
does not flow there after normal rain events. Thomas & Nisbet (2007), argue
that shelterbelts should be located desynchronised from each other so that
each flow of water that comes out of these shelterbelts reaches the high risk
place at a different moment (see fig. 2.6) Regarding floodplain woodlands, to
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^figure 2.7 - The desynchronisation of shelterbelts (left) and the placement of floodplain woodlands (right)

have the maximum effect, they should cover as much as the complete possible
width of the downstream floodplain. In this situation, it could slow a peak with
140 minutes (Thomas & Nisbet, 2007). This principle is illustrated in fig 2.7.
Then we come to the species. For the experiments in Pontbren, which are
widely used as a reference (Caroll et al. 2004), the following species mix was
used: Betula Pubescens, Betula Pendula, Quercus robur and Prunus Spinosa as
main tree species with Fraxinus Excelsior at the edge, and an undergrowth of
Frangula Alnus. As for the floodplain woodlands, the specific species mix is not
mentioned, only the term 'native' is used in literature (Thomas & Nisbet, 2007).
As the main function of these floodplain woodlands is slowing water, a mix of
local, fast growing and open woodland species is needed, which means Salix,
Shelterbelts on grassland

Size
Location

Species
mix and
structure

Large areas of floodplain
woodland
50-50m wide belts could serve larger areas of min. 50ha for
area of 12km2
areas up to 100ha
• larger areas spanning the
• lower parts of steep hill
grassland sites
complete floodplain width
downstream of a river or
• desynchronised with other
stream
shelterbelts above high
risk area
Specific mix:
1. Betula pubescens, 2. Betula
pendula, 3. Quercus robur, 4.
Prunus spinosa, 5. Fraxinus
escelsior, 6. Frangula alnus

Local, fast growing, open
structured:
1. Salix cinerea, 2. Alnus
glutinosa, 3. Betula pubescens,
4. Quercus petraea

> table 2.2 - summary of the
effects of woodlands on slowing
and reducing peak floods
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Alnus Glutinosa, Betula Pubescens and Quercus Petraea
The following table 2.2 summarizes all findings for floodplain woodlands and
shelterbelts.
Riparian woodland
Riparian woodlands are located around the larger streams and rivers where
most of the surface flow will eventually end up. The width of these woodlands
differs per study, but is generally considered to be 10-30m from the stream
onwards (Broadmeadow & Nisbet, 2004). The optimal structure is 50% open
canopy, and 50% dappled shade. As for the species, this is closely related to the
native woodland species that are growing on soils in the area, as long as they
are provide the optimal mix of 50% open structure and 50% shaded structure.

< figure 2.8 - Structure and
size of higher altitude Riparian
woodlands

< figure 2.9 - Structure and
size of lower altitude Riparian
woodlands

Size
Location
Species
mix and
structure

Riparian woodland: high
20m wide on each side of the
river bank
streams with much flow
accumulation
1. Betula pubescens, 2. Salix
cinerea, 3. Molinia caerulea

Riparian woodland: low
20m wide on each side of the
river bank
streams with much flow
accumulation
1. Alnus glutinosa, 2. Fraxinus
excelsior, 3. Lysimachia nemora

< table 2.3 - Species and
specifications of riparian
woodlands
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2.2 - Productive uses and aesthetics
for woodlands
As stated before, one of the main issues contributing to less social acceptability
of woodlands, is that compared to the present situation of sheep farming, they
are regarded as unproductive (Lawrence et. al. 2014). The main reasons are
that they do not produce any food and that they do not offer any productive
symbolic capital for farmers (Lawrence et. al. 2014) (Burton, 2004). Thus,
farmers see the woodlands as a form of land use competition with their current
farming practices (Niewohner et. al., 2016). To overcome this dichotomy
between productive and unproductive, experiments have been done to
see whether sheep farming can be combined with some form of woodland
planting (Sibbald, 2006) (Morgan Davies et. al. 2008). This practice of combined
woodland production and agricultural production is called agroforestry (Smith
et. al, 2011), or further detailed for sheep farming it is called silvipasture
(Sibbald, 2006).
For productive woodlands in the Calder Valley to be socially accepted, the
following requirements need to be fullfilled at least:
1. Compared to the current situation, sheep numbers and grazing area should
not significantly diminish, to get a higher adoption potential (Franzel et.
al., 2002).

^ figure 2.10 - Silvipasture as a
combination of woodlands and
pastures.

2. The woodland planting should preferably incorporate some form of food
production, as this is a requirement for farmers to cooperate in Natural
Flood Management schemes (National Farmers Union, 2007).
3. Not only should the woodland planting be producing food, the productive
aesthetics of farmers leading to the build-up of social capital should be
incorporated as well (Burton, 2004).
Other factors, mainly economical, could be influential as well in the adoption
rate of woodland planting by farmers, but looking at the height of woodland
subsidies, this should not be a problem in a lot of cases (Lawrence et al. 2014).
In this subchapter, a literature review will try to see whether there there are
realistic possiblities to fullfill these requirements.
Silvipasture where sheep numbers and grazing do not significantly diminish
At least four studies have been done in England to research the potential of
a combination of tree planting and sheep grazing. The table below shows the
different studies and the found effects per tree configuration on tree growth
and on sheep grazing.

> table 2.4 - Overview of
experiments on silvipasture in
the UK

Study

kind of tree
lineup

tree growth with effects on sheep
grazing
growth

Sibbald (2006)
Lunka & Patil
(2016)
Teklehaimanot
et. al. (2002)

lined acer, larix,
acer did best
pinus, 400/ha
with grazing
evenly lined acer, good when
400/ha, clumps
protected
alnus 400/ha
tightly planted
acer 400/ha
alnus did best

normal yrs: -12%
warm yrs: higher
-

Morgan-Davies
et. al. 2008

temp. fenced off
native woodland

no decrease in
production

poor tree growth

no effects
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To conclude, some species are more resistant to grazing than others (Acer and
Alnus), and are best planted evenly lined or in clumps to grow under grazing
pressure. Sheep growth was generally not effected, although one study shows
this depends on climatic conditions (Sibbald, 2006).
Woodland planting which incorporates some form of food production
Most examples where sheep and woodlands are combined are made up from
tree species which do not provide food related products, but wood. However,
there are plenty of both traditional and modern examples where the tree
species themselves produce some kind of food, most notably in the form
of fruits and nuts. In Germany, the combination of fruit trees and livestock
grazing is called Streuobst (Herzog, 1998), in the Netherlands there are several
initiatives to create food forests (Stichting Voedsellandbouw, 2017), and
not only in rural areas, but also in urban woodland areas food production is
increasingly incorporated (e.g. McLain et. al. 2012).
Most of the principles for this come from the field of permaculture, where
mixed species perennial plants are optimally placed to profit from each other
with regards to the sun, wind and nutrient flows (e.g. Shepard, 1998). Some
initiatives are more aimed at providing small amounts of food for the local
community, whereas others are more aimed at large scale production, such as
the Alley Cropping system as developed by Shepard (1998). The Alley system
(see figure 2.11) has some advantages as compared to more compact, more
disordered systems (Shepard, 1998):
•

Due to the width between tree lines, machines can still reach between the
tree lines, allowing for higher production levels.

•

Windbreaks can easily be implemented in the form of hedgerows or tree
lines between more sensitive crops

•

The lined placement is regarded as neat and productive and therefore
aesthetically appreciated by farmers (Burton, 2012).

•

As shown before, lined tree alleys can easily be combined with sheep
grazing (Sibbald, 2006)(Teklehaimanot et. al., 2002)

A typical placement is to have crops in between alleys of trees on both sides,
however in the situation of the Calder Valley, the 'crop' is grassland. Tree alleys
are usually placed around 5-6m from each other, while the individual trees
within a tree alley are usually placed at 4-5m from each other. This would look
like showed in figure 2.12.

^ figure 2.11, Alley cropping
with nut trees and soy beans in
the USA (Wikimedia Commons,
2017)

< figure 2.12 Alley cropping
distances and sizes for the
Calder Valley

Which species should be planted? There again, there are some requirements:
•
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Off course, soil characteristics are very important, for analysis and

conclusions for the species choice, see chapter 4.2.
•

For sheep to graze underneath the trees, they need be growing to at least
5 meters or higher.

•

From a hydrological perspective: Hedgerow species should have a dense
canopy which allows for a lot of interception, which is the main reason
why trees need to be planted at all. For this Alnus and Acer are well suited,
as they have a large leaf structure. For the higher parts Quercus might be
more suitable, although it has a lower growth rate.

Productive aesthetics to produce social capital
Not only the actual production of food is important in silvipasture woodlands,
but also the productive soical capital that could be built by farming practice
(Burton, 2004). Burton (2012) examined crop farmers aesthetic preferences
and found several aspects to be important for farmers, which mainly come
down to two aspects:
1. Crops should be placed neatly, in rows and lines.
2. Crops that are distinctive because of their spring appearance, colours or
the look of their maturity should be placed alongside the roadsides.
Both practices provide farmers with social capital among other farmers,
because it shows other farmers that they are good producers. Thus, not only
does the silvipasture system need to perform biophysically and hydrologically,
but also aesthetically. Therefore, when establishing silviculture in the Calder
Valley, two extra principles should be applied:
1. The roadside effect, where fruit bearing, flowering or colouring species
should be placed at visible spots (see figure 2.13).
2. The orderly appearance, where trees need to be placed in lines, following
contours, to give the impression of control (see figure 2.14).

> figure 2.13 productive
principle for silvipasture lands:
the roadside effect

> figure 2.14 productive
principle for silvipasture lands:
orderly appearance in lines,
following contours.
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3 - WALKING THE
CALDER VALLEY&
WOODLANDS
WALKING STUDY TO FIND EXPERIENTIAL
DESIGN PRINCIPLES
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6

Experiential qualities named in literature
Method for the walking study
Valley: results walking study & first experiential principles
Valley: dramatics analysis & extra principles
Woodlands: results walking study & principles
Conclusion: answering the research question

> figure 3.1 - On top of the moorlands above Hebden Bridge
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3.1 - Experiential qualities named in
literature
Looking at literature about the experiential qualities which people value
while moving through the landscape of the Calder Valley and through English
woodlands, there are three valuable sources of literature.
1. The first source is a survey about the use and preferences of walkers on
the local Rights of Way by the Calderdale Council (2011). This talks about
the reasons people have for actively visiting the countryside, which are
however not really linked to physical characteristics or design principles.
2. The second source is about woodlands and the reasons and preferences
of people visiting them (Coles & Bussey, 2000). This article misses the link
between vaguer categories of preferences and detailed principles as well.
3. The third source talks about categories of well-being that are triggered
by visiting woodlands (O'Brien et. al, 2014). It also talks about experiences
that contribute to these categories, but again, there is no link to the
physical characteristics that trigger these experiences.

^ figure 3.2 - The goal of the
walking study is to see which
physical characteristics lead to
experiential qualities

Thus, what is missing is the link between experiential qualities and the
physical characteristics that trigger the experience of these qualities. In this
case a phenomenological enquiry into the experiences and the way they are
caused could be helpful, as phenomenological studies do not only involve the
description of "things as they are experienced by a subject", but also their
understanding (Tilley, 1994, p.12)". The understanding of the causes of the
experiences, i.e. the physical characteristics that cause the experiences, will
be done via the walking studies, for which the method will be explained in
subchapter 3.2. For now, the experiential qualities that are named in literature
will be listed in the table below. These are the starting points, for which physical
design principles will need to be found.
Calder Valley:
preferences of walkers
(Calderdale council,
2011)
Pleasurable walk, for
keeping fit or visiting
sites (secondary goals)
Natural looking
surfaces and routes
Green/rural + wildlife/
agricultural interest

Woodlands: reasons
to visit (Coles &
Bussey, 2000)

Woodlands:causing
well-being (O'Brien et.
al, 2014)

Forest experiences:
dappled shade, low
noise, smell.
Natural feel

Experiencing woods
through all senses

Grandeur and a sense
of timelessness

Feeling nature
connectedness
Seeing improvements
in landscape quality

Walkable, accessible,
circular routes

No signs of negative
human intrusion

Provision of screening/
shelter
Experience of sense of
place

> Table 3.1 - an overview and
summary of experiential
qualities found in literature

The mentioned qualities can be distuinguished into 4 different categories:
pleasurable stimulation of the senses, the experience of 'nature', a
experience of sense of place/time, and a interesting route sequence.
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3.2 - Method for the walking study
So, there are four mentioned categories of experiential qualities in the Calder
Valley and in Woodlands: the experience of pleasurable stimulation of the
senses, the experience of 'nature', the experience of a sense of place/time,
and the experience of an interesting route sequence. In this subchapter, the
method of the walking study as a way of describing and understanding the
base for these experiential qualities will be explained. Because this thesis uses
a phenomenological perspective, the usual visual assessment (e.g. Forestry
Commission, 2011, Bell & Apostol, 2008, Daniel, 2001) of the landscape is not
enough, but a moving, multisensory assessment needs to be done based on
methods as used by Van Etteger(2016) and Dings(2015).
Understanding pleasurable stimulation of the senses
Van Etteger (2016) and Dings (2015) describe a recording technique which can
be used for walking studies. The central part of it is that that both a continuous
walk should be made where the sensory experiences that come to you when in
movement, and next to that a stop-walk should be done where there is stopped
at predefined stops. Thus, for this study:

1

2

•

A continuous walk should be done, which is filmed and transcribed later,
several things need to be described while talking: what sensory stimulation
you experience, whether it is pleasurable or not, and what could possibly
cause this sensory stimulation.

3

4

•

A stop walk should be done, stops are made on a fixed distance from
each other, in this study every 750m. Then on 6 senses data needs
to be recorded: vision, smell, sound, passive touch, active touch and
enclosedness. Although some people say there are more than twelve
senses (Grahn & Stiggsdotter, 2010), this thesis focuses on these senses
because they are named as contributing to well-being effects in woodlands
(O'Brien et. al. 2014).

5

6

Understanding the experience of 'nature'
In 'The Phenomenology of Dutch Nature', Dings(2015), thoroughly described a
method for the description of phenomena which could lead to the experience of
nature. His conclusions were that for the experience of nature, the experience
of people and animals should be respectively low and high, experience of
borders and cultural trans-border influences should be low, interaction should
not be too comfortable and regulated and the sense of freedom should be high,
the route should be immersive and diverse, not distanced and monotonous.
Although this study accounts for Dutch Nature, its methods could be used for
this thesis. Thus, for this study:
•

During the continuous walk, remarks should be made about the experience
of the above mentioned characteristics.

•

After the stop walk, the sensory data should be placed on a nature-culture
scale, and what could cause them.

Understanding the experience of a sense of place and time
If there are certain experiential qualities which are experienced during either
the continuous or stop walk, these should be remarked or notated and then
linked to what the physical characteristics are that lead to this experience.
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^ figure 3.3 - The sensory data
of the following senses is
described:
1. Active touch
2. Passive touch
3. Smell
4. Sound
5. Vision
6. Enclosedness

Understanding the interestingness of a route sequence
Remarks should be made during the continuous walk, about the route's
interestingness, and which physical characteristics lead to this experience.
Handling the limitations of the phenomenological walking study
The research which will result in experiential design principles by using
a phenomenological , qualitative perspective, which has its limitations
(Creswell, 2014, p.201-204), mainly lying in its generalizability and validity.
As for generalizability, the walking study is first-person and limited to the
Calder Valley and the Woodlands that are visited, and findings cannot easily
be generalized to other areas. To tackle this problem for the Calder Valley, an
additional landscape analysis is conducted to see which characteristics can be
found elsewhere in the Valley, plus for the Woodlands the same method is used
in five different Woodlands to find generalizable principles.

v figure 3.4 - Method for
translating self-collected
phenomenological data into
design principles

Another limitation of this thesis is its validity, because there is only one data
source; the researcher. Next to that, the walking study is conducted in one
specific time of the year, and a large part of it is about multisensory assessment
of the landscape which changes with the season. The descriptions only account
for the beginning of Autumn, although this is a month in which the woods are
visited on a level which is close to the mean of the whole year (Natural England,
2012). To increase the validity, more research in other times of the year and
by other people could be done, which could follow the method of the walking
study as described in this subchapter. The method is illustrated in figure 3.3
(below).

Choosing locations for the walking studies
On the next page, the locations of the walking study are shown. Due to time
constraints, only one walking study could be carried out in the Calder Valley,
and the location has been done on base of a topographic walking route map
as to have a section of the typical landscape types in the area (see figure 3.5,
next page). The locations for the woodland walks were chosen after consulting
Simon Bell and several Forestry Commission officers.
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Woodlands: 5 stop walks - 1 continuous walk
1 - Ennerdale (Lake District)

2 - Grizedale (Lake District)

4 - Guisborough

3 - Kielder

5 - Hardcastle Crags

Calder Valley - 1 continuous - 1 stop walk

figure 3.5 - Routes
through visited
woodlands(above)
and in the Calder
Valley(below)
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3.3 - Valley: results walking study &
experiential principles
Experiences of pleasurable stimulation of the senses
In figure 3.6, the intensity of pleasurable sensory stimuli can be seen.
> figure 3.6
Intensity
of sensory
stimulation

2

3

The enclosed woodlands on the hillsides and in
cloughs offer a sheltering and immersive experience

While the open pastures and moorlands offer
stunning views and exposure to the weather

Looking at the data, there can be concluded that the immersive experience of
the woodlands and the open experience of the pastures and moors strengthen
each other. The physical characteristics that build up to this experience are
a varied woodland structure of darker, lighter, flowering, coloured, dense
and open species which build immersive experience. In the open areas the
experience is made up of exposure to the climate and the open, emptiness of
the views. These characteristics and the difference between open and enclosed
areas should be incorporated in an experiential principle for the design of a
pleasurable walking environment.
Experiences of nature
For this part, the route is analysed on the experience of people and animals(see
fig. 3.7, below), of borders and cultural trans-border influences, of freedom of
interaction, and the immersiveness of the direct environment.
> figure 3.7
Experience
of people
and animals
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1

6

Even in the remoter areas(1) people can be sensed, while
woodlands(2) screen the visual aspects of people out.

3

4

Wildlife is limited, but animals can be sensed: sheep are
everywhere, and woodlands and hedges offer bird song.

There can be concluded that wildlife experience is very limited, except for birdsong, and that the influence of people on the landscape can be sensed almost
anywhere. However, woodlands and wooded cloughs are small islands where
the humans are mostly screened out, and where birdlife is more present. This
denser, island character is something that could be a experiential principle to
make this experience even stronger.
The experience of borders and transborder influences is showed in figure 3.8.
< figure 3.8
Borders and
transborder
influences

1

Car sounds and smells of citylife can be sensed around the
first terrace edge.

3

Hard borders from woodland to pastures enhance contrast
between natural/cultural, as long as woodland edge is varied.

From this, there can be concluded that, to create an 'away of the city'experience close to the valley, this can only be done via filtering away the sound
or smell. This could be done by placing pathways behind physical structures, or
by placing them along natural-anti sounds like streams.
The experience of immersive and free experiences is showed in figure 3.9.
< figure 3.9
Immersive
and
freedom
experiences
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2

6

Woods and moorlands offered pathways with large freedom
and immersive through path itself and surroundings

8

Immersion was less in such walled corridors where the path
and surroundings did not offer a lot and views were distanced

Although the most natural experiences were experienced in the woods and
moors, regarding immersiveness and freedom of the path, this does not imply
that the walled corridor spaces in the open pastures should be abandoned as
they are part of the cultural landscape. Thus, no design principle is followed out
of this other than that it reinforces the principle stated before that there should
be denser, immersive woodlands, and open pastures next to each other.
The interestingness of the route
The interestingness of the route is visualized in figure 3.9, where the
cumulative change of the intensity (either pleasurable or unpleasurable)
sensory data is shown, and in the continuous data there is searched for remarks
about the interestingness of the route. Indicators of interestingness are:
'change' and 'varying' or a combination of words that mean almost the same.
Indicators of not exciting are 'empty', 'same', 'boring' or combinations of words
that mean the same.
> figure 3.10
Interestingness
of the route
as measured
by cumulative
change in
sensory
stimulation

12.18.36 - "This was very vibrant and varied. I see walls,
houses, all types of planting, and over there the bog edge."

12.45.55 - "I hope I am ready here soon, because I don't find
this very exciting."

From this part, two things can be concluded. First, the path structure needs to
change every now and then, from asphalt to grit to grass to stone surface, to
keep being interesting. Next to that, a route cannot go through all moorland or
woodland, but needs to lead through different types of environments to keep
being interesting. The first remark could lead to a principle on its own, while
the latter is in line with earlier remarks about the existence of different types of
environments on one route.
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Experiences of a sense of place and time
For this part, remarks about places where you feel a strong sense of place and
time were made during the continuous walk, of which then later the physical
characteristics that led to this experience were sketched out in little hand
sketches. Sense of place is both leading from the physical characteristics of a
place and an individual or societal meaning giving process (Stedman,2011) In
this case, the places with a strong sense of place are determined by the biased
researcher and may differ from those of locals. Description of the sense of place
rather makes the story complete than completely covering the opinion of local
inhabitants.
The following places with a strong sense of place and their spatial
characteristics were found:

v figure 3.11 - Locations with
experience of sense of place

1

1. The first open pasture land where suddenly this panoramic, wide view can
be experienced over the whole valley, and where the feeling exists that you
are part of a larger landscape (somewhere between spot 2 en 3).
2. The smaller clough woodlands which give shelter from the wind, the fresh
sounds and damp feel of water and which are suddenly full of birdsong
because the trees are giving them berries and a home (spot 4).

2

3. The moment that you are in the middle of the moorlands and signs of
human intervention are very far away. You can only see heather and
molinia grass and a large, cloudy horizon. You feel like you are on your own
(between spot 5 and 7).
4. When you've reached the higher plateaus with a panoramic view over the
straight pasture enclosed lands. This gives the impression of a cultural
accomplishment, the power of man over nature (spot 8-9)
Most of these experiences, except for the third one, depend on the visual
sense. They are moments of a sudden realization and of dramatic effect.
These moments often appear when reaching another height level and looking
back, at least when climbing the hill. When designing a route through a newly
wooded valley, these are aspects to be incorporated.

3

4

Conclusions: experiential principles which could already be drawn
Looking back at all the conclusions, a couple of experiential design principles
can already be drawn:
•

Use and maximize contrast between sheltered/ immersed woodlands and
open/exposed pastures. Plant woods tightly and keep pastures open.

< figure 3.12 - Use and
maximize contrast between
sheltered/ immersed woodlands
and open/exposed pastures
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•

Create varied woodland structures in cloughs and on edges to be harbours of
multisensory stimulation as opposed to the more visually focused pastures
and moorlands.Plant woodlands with a wide variation of seasonally
changing plants to attract birds and visitors.

•

Create being away feeling in woodlands at the edge by planting densely
leaved trees at the down edge of the woodlands. Plant Acer, Aesculus,
Castanea or Fagus at the valley bottom edge of the townedge, with some
denser shrub species below.

•

Concentrate woodland planting on the edges and in cloughs.

•

Vary between path surfaces if one path structure has been going on for too
long. Vary between surface types that are found in the area like stone
staircases, gravel paths, grass surfaces, soft forest floor and asphaltroads.

> figure 3.13 - Create varied
woodland structures in cloughs
and on edges to be harbours
of multisensory stimulation
as opposed to the more
visually focused pastures and
moorlands.

> figure 3.14 -C reate being
away feeling in woodlands at
the edge by planting densely
leaved trees at the down edge
of the woodlands.

> figure 3.15 - Concentrate
woodland planting on the
edges and in cloughs.

•

> figure 3.16 - Vary between
path surfaces if one path
structure has been going on for
too long.
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3.4 - Valley: dramatics analysis and
extra principles
For most experiential qualities of the Calder Valley, experiential principles
have been drawn by now. However, when looking at the dramatics of the
landscape which were mainly triggered by the visual sense (see "experience
of a sense of place and time" chapter 3.3), it is not yet made clear what the
physical characteristics are that lead to this experience. So, although this thesis
involves a multisensory assessment of the landscape, this subchapter mainly
focuses on the visual sense, since this sense alone triggered its own category of
experiential qualties. For this reason, in this subchapter an additional analysis
will be done on the topographical structure of the landscape and its effects on
the visual experience of drama in the landscape.
Landscape structure of edges and terraces
For this analysis, a map was made with the help of the Digital Elevation
Model, from which the hillshade and slope steepness could be deviated. The
slopes steeper than 10% were noted as the edges, while the in between areas

v figure 3.17
Map of terraces, edges and
spaces of the Calder Valley

Tight valley bottom

First edge

1
2
Middle plateau

3
Second edge

1
2
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3

High plateau

Relating the experiences of landscape drama to the landscape structure
There were three experiential qualities which could not yet be explained
according to its physical characteristics. First, there was the experience of a
sudden view over the woodland edge to the other side of the valley. Looking at
the landscape structure, this experience was not unique for the particular place
on the route (see figure 3.18). A principle could be drawn out of this.

> figure 3.18
Moment of sudden view
in the larger landscape
structure around the walk. The
experience can be experienced
in other parts of the landscape
as well.

•

Create moments in the route where the woodland can be leaved to have a
lookback over the Valley. Have the route go upwards for about 30/40m, as
this is usually the distance the moment is reached.

> figure 3.19- Create
moments in the route where
the woodland can be leaved
to have a lookback over the
Valley.

The second aspect where no principle has yet been drawn for was the
experience of the overlook on large, open, straightened pasturelands below.
Looking at the map, these experiences where all at the upper plateau, on top
of the second edge (see figure 3.20). There could be drawn a principle out of
this(see next page).

> figure 3.20 - The experience
of view from the upper edge
towards pastures in the open
lands below
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•

Create overlooks over the middle plateau from the upper side of the
second edge when possible. Make openings in corridor walls or elevations
in the pathways to create sightlines.

< figure 3.21 - Create overlooks
over the middle plateau from
the upper side of the second
edge when possible.

Following the analysis of the multisensory experiences (3.3) and visual
experiences (3.4) and the physical characteristics that trigger them, the
experiential principles have been drawn that contribute to a strong positive
experience of the landscape of the Calder Valley.

3.5 - Woodlands: results walking
study & experiential principles
Compared to the walking study for the Calder Valley, this part focuses more
on finding similarities in experiential qualities between different woodlands,
what the physical characteristics are that lead to this, and whether there can be
drawn general conclusions.
Experiences of pleasurable stimulation of the senses
In the five woodlands, pleasurable stimulation of the senses was very common
and were triggered by many different physical characteristics, often differing
per woodland because of different woodland circumstances. For now, just some
examples of the walking studies with a lot of pleasurable stimulation of the
senses will be shown, with one from every visited woodland.
Ennerdale forest, point 4, 16.14, 23rd of October

This point was sensory pleasurable because of these physical characteristics:
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•

Vista through opening in the woodland to very wooded other side

•

Beeing on the edge of the woodlands creates feeling of prospect and
refuge

•

Soft needle pathway give pleasurable active touch to the feet

v figure 3.22 - 360 degrees view
of stop 4 in Ennerdale forest

v figure 3.23 - 360 degrees view
of stop 3 in Grizedale forest

Grizedale forest, point 3, 12.11, 24th of October

This point was sensory pleasurable to because of these physical characteristics:

v figure 3.24 - 360 degrees view
of stop 3 in Kielder forest

•

Half open, lighter spot with lots of brilliant autumn colours in the plants
(ferns, molinia, birch, larchm mosses)

•

Active touch of a gentle stream which needed to be crossed

•

Lots of different autumny smells: rotting leaves, wood, peaty

Kielder forest, point 3, 11.22, 25th of October

This point was sensory pleasurable to because of these physical characteristics:
•

v figure 3.25 - 360 degrees view
of stop 3 in Guisborough forest

The densely wooded environment and the fog created an intimate
environment in combination with the smell of spruce

Guisborough forest, point 3, 11.22, 25th of October

This point was sensory pleasurable to because of these physical characteristics:
•

The layered structure of the woodland is appealing to the eye and with the
lightfall, this gave a 'highlight' effect on the different layers of woodland.

•

Smells (Larch, Pine, Leaves), sounds(Birds) and active touch(soft pathway
of dry leaves) are all pleasurable.
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Hardcastle Crags, point 4, 13.10, 26th of October

v figure 3.26 - 360 degrees view
of stop 4 in Hardcastle Crags

This point was sensory pleasurable because of these physical characteristics:
•

Varied structure of dark and light along the river where beech trees filter
out the light but where there are also open places.

•

Pleasurable path structure of rocks and rotten leaves, where a small stream
needs to be crossed

•

The immersive sound and humid air of cobbling water around 5-10m from
the pathway.

Extra argumentation to provide maximal sensory stimulation in woodlands
The woodlands vary greatly, but it can be concluded that wherever the other
experiential principles don't clash, they should be stacked, as to provide a
fully immersive woodland experience. This adds up to the earlier principle for
the Calder Valley in that the woodlands should provide a multisensory varied
experience as opposed to the open areas. Woodlands are different than for
example the open areas in the Calder Valley, where it can be sometimes better
to not include certain principles to maintain their special characteristics
Experiences of nature
Experience of people and animals
The visits to the woodlands all started at a car parking space, and in the
cases of Guisborough, Grizedale(see fig. 3.27, upper) and Kielder(below) at a
visitors centre. From these points all the routes started and spread out over the
woodlands, so these places were the most busy. Most routes, except for the
one in Hardcastle Crags, started by climbing a hill after which the experience of
people became lower and lower, but at the beginning, smells and sounds from
the car parks and visitors centre were noticeable.

< figure 3.27 - In all woodlands,
the influence of people became
less apparent in sounds, smells,
pathway structure, degree
of immersion, and the visual
aspect.
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v figure 3.28 - Negative
influence motorways in
the valleys on the natural
experiences

At some places, this influence via smell and sound led to a less natural
experience. In Guisborough and Grizedale, the sound of a motorway penetrated
all woodlands on the valley side of the hill. After the hill was climbed, the sound
penetration was less. As the circumstances in the Calder Valley are quite the
same with its steep valley sides and its plateaus on top, a principle should be
made to avoid at least the sound intrusion as much as possible.
One possible way of dealing with this is to lead the pathway along a stream
which serves as some kind of anti-sound. An experience in Hardcastle Crags,
where loud children and people were around but could not be heard thanks to
the loud cobbling river next to the pathway (see also figure 3.26, former page)
This could be exported to the a experiential principle.
Experiences of borders and transborder influences
Speaking of borders in woodlands, one can talk about 1. inner borders between
different types of woodland, 2. borders that can be sensed from the inside
towards the outside borders and 3. transborder influences that can be natural
and human and come mostly from the outside. First, the experience of inner
borders between different types of woodland. In the visited woodlands, it can
be said that the natural experience of woodlands is higher when passing from
one type of woodlands completely to another one, than when travelling in
between, because you can sense the difference between the two woodlands
then for a longer time. An example is shown in figure 3.29(below).

> figure 3.29 - On the left, the
path leads through two types
of woodland, so that the border
is experienced for a longer
time. On the right, the switch
from old to young woodland
is swift and the border is only
experienced once.

Second, the borders that can be sensed from the inside. As woodlands are
something in which you are always immersed in, thus sensing outside borders
can create a less immersed feeling. However, there are different ways of dealing
with the borders, look at the following examples:

> figure 3.30 - Both pathways
have the same height difference
and sort of outward view, but
the path on the right is placed
slightly lower than the edge,
leading to a more immersive
experience.

Both pathways lead along a steep edge, but the one on the right creates more
immersion by placing the pathway a couple of meters below the edge. From
this a principle could be drawn that to create an immersive effect, pathways
close to an edge should be placed lower than the edge to limit outwards vision.
Third, the transborder influences. The cultural influences of sound have
already been discussed, but the natural influences have not. Every visited
woodland, exept for Hardcastle Crags which was located in a tight valley, has
had some openings towards the outside world. In these situations, which
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sensible transborder influences contribute to the experience of nature?
Looking outwards, the continuity of the woodland over the visible landscape is
important. It gives the feeling that to be in an endless woodland. On the other
hand, seeing grassland, straight woodland edges or townscapes diminishes this
'endless woodland' experience. For example, see figure 3.31.

< figure 3.31 - On the left, it can
be sensed that the woodland
is just one part of a bigger
cultural landscape, whereas on
the right the woodland extends
over the whole landscape.

From this, a principle could be drawn that openings in the woodland with a far
vista, should incorporate a view on another or the same woodland as much as
possible.
Immersive experiences
One of the main experiences in woodlands is the feeling to be completely
immersed in the woodland via active touch, sensory stimulation all around,
and the direct enclosedness of woodland plantings. A lot has already been said
about this in the former part, but one aspects has not been mentioned: the
immersiveness of young woodlands. There is a notable difference between the
two following examples, which are both relatively new woodland plantings.

< figure 3.32 -Difference
between non-immersive(left)
and immersive (right) pathways
in relatively new woodlands.

The left image shows a wide pathway leading through woodland which
all looks the same, which does not offer immersive experience around the
pathway, and therefore can be experienced as less natural. The right image
shows a diversified planting with close to the path, and the pathway itself is
small and has corners and creates an aspect of discovery. Out of this there can
be distilled a principle that in young woodlands, immersive experience should
be provided by planting a diverse border along a small, direction changing
pathway.
Interestingness of the route
To assess the interestingness of the woodland routes, for every route the
negative and positive woodland experiences were brought together in a small
series of pictures with descriptions about positive or negative qualities of the
route. The route in Kielder was a bad example of route interestingness, which
was even amplified by its linear nature which meant that the route had to be
walked back and forth. The routes in the other woodlands were all circular,
and had changing woodland types as well as changing path surfaces. For the
example of Kielder (no interesting route) and Grizedale (interesting route), look
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V figure 3.33 - Routes through
Kielder(above) and Grizedale
(below)

below (figure 3.33).

From this, there can be concluded a principle that woodland structure types
should vary along the route to create an interesting route. Next to that the
path surface should change as well, but this has already been concluded in the
analysis of the Calder Valley.
Experiences of a sense of place and time
Looking at all the woodlands together, there were two similarities in places
where a sense of place and time were experienced, where the places where
special because something different than just experiences of nature or
pleasurable sensory stimulation happened. Both have to do with light, and
its effects on the aesethetic experience of woodlands. As Rolston III (1998)
remarks, woodlands can be seen as the prototype of the church, where light
is filtered through the branches and reaches far beneath the "cathedral like
spires". This aesthetic experience was found in several woodlands, as it was
sunny in four of five visited woodlands.
The first similar experience is the one of places at the edge of the woodland
where light fell through the leaves and left a pattern of highlighted leaves and
stems. This was the case in Guisborough, Hardcastle Crags and in the ones in
the Calder Valley. Two examples are given in the figure below (figure 3.34).

> figure 3.34 - Experiences
of sideway light in
Guisborough(left) and
Hardcastle Crags (right)
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The experience of light falling horizontally through the woodland layer can be
experienced in woodland edges that were laying on the sides of the woodland,
especially the western and eastern edges, as that are the places where the
sunshine comes from in the evening and morning. From this, a principle could
be made to create pathways along the eastern/ western edges of woodlands
where during a couple of hours in the day, a specific light could create a sense of
place.
The second experience of lightfall is about experiences from within the
woodland, where small rivers or openings on little hills give way to more
lightfall and therefore for an interplay of light and dark. Two examples again,
from Hardcastle Crags and Guisborough, show this principle.

< figure 3.35 - Experiences
of sudden light openings
along a river in Hardcastle
Crags(left) and on a little hill in
Guisborough(right)

Thus, another principle might be to create an interplay in light and dark from
within the woodland by creating open spots along small rivers and hills to let
light come in more easily.
Conclusions: experiential principles for woodlands
Looking back at all the conclusions, a couple of experiential design principles
can already be drawn:
•

In areas with a lot of sound influence of people via cars or other artificial
sounds, place the pathway close to a river.

< figure 3.36 - In areas with a
lot of sound influence of people
via cars or other artificial
sounds, place the pathway
close to a river.

•
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Where pathways go along an edge and an immersive experience is needed,
place the pathway slighly below the edge or block the view with trees or
objects.

> figure 3.37 - Where pathways
go along an edge and an
immersive experience is
needed, place the pathway
slighly below the edge or block
the view with trees or objects.

•

Vistas from within the woodland should be pointed at other parts of the same
woodland to provide a feeling of endlessness.

•

Along new woodland plantings, make the immersive experience as strong as
possible by planting a differentiatied pathway edge and by creating a small,
direction changing pathways.

•

When designing complete woodland routes, make sure woodland structure
types change every now and then to keep the route interesting.

> figure 3.38 - Vistas from
within the woodland should be
pointed at other parts of the
same woodland to provide a
feeling of endlessness.

> figure 3.39 - Along new
woodland plantings, make
the immersive experience as
strong as possible by planting
a differentiatied pathway
edge and by creating a small,
direction changing pathways.

> figure 3.40 - When designing
complete woodland routes,
make sure woodland structure
types change every now
and then to keep the route
interesting.
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•

Make use of the morning/evening side-light effect by laying pathways along
eastern or western edges of woodlands, and opening the woodlands a bit up
on the side of the light.

< figure 3.41 - Make use of the
morning/evening side-light
effect by laying pathways along
eastern or western edges of
woodlands, and opening the
woodlands a bit up on the side
of the light.

•

Create an interplay in light and dark from within the woodland by creating
open spots along small rivers and hills to let light come in more easily.

< figure 3.42 - Create an
interplay in light and dark
from within the woodland by
creating open spots along small
rivers and hills to let light come
in more easily.

3.6 - Conclusion: answering the
research question
With the creation of experiential design principles for Woodlands and the
Calder Valley, the main research question can be answered. This question was:
What are the experiential design principles for routes through new woodlands in
the Calder Valley Uplands?
The experiential design principles in this study are splitted out in principles for
new woodlands, and how they should fit in the existing landscape of the Calder
Valley. They focus on four different categories, which are a pleasurable sensory
stimulation, experience of nature, experience of an interesting route and the
experience of a sense of place. In the woodlands, the experience of nature was
very closely related to pleasurable sensory stimulation, and these two actually
formed one category together, which is called woodland immersiveness in
this chapter. Thus, the framework of seperating these two did not compare to
the real experience of woodlands. A summary of the principles, their relative
location in the landscape, and which categories they are in can be found on the
figure on the next page, in figure 3.43.
Concluding, there are some more general principles which can only be applied
when looking at the whole route and landscape, some principles can only
be applied in woodlands, and some principles can only be applied at specific
places. The applicability of the principles in the design process will be tested
when they are combined with other principles. For this, look at chapter 5, in
the design chapter. The limitations of this study and the found principles will be
explained in chapter 6.
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Experience of nature

Experience of
pleasurable sensory
stimulation

Experience of an
interesting route

Lower part 1st edge

Everywhere

Everywhere

30m above 1st edge

All new woodlands

All woodlands

Everywhere

All woodlands

Top of 2nd edge

Below upper part
edge

East-west edges of
woodlands

stream valleys close
to valley bottom

Edges

Experience of a sense Experience of being
of place or landscape
immersed in the
drama
woods

every now and then
at streams and hills in
woods

^ figure 3.43 - Summary of
categories, principles and
location in the landscape.
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4 - ZOOMING
IN: LANDSCAPE
ANALYSIS FOR
WALSDEN
LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS TO IDENTIFY
FUTURE & POSSIBLE WOODLAND LAYERS
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5

Goal of the landscape analyis
Hydrology: urgently needed locations for woodlands
Production: soil possibilities for silvipasture
Experience: landscape structure and routes in Walsden
Existing woodland layer: possible natural colonization

> figure 4.1 - Overlooking the woodland edge above Hebden Bridge
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4.1 - Goal of the landscape analysis
Now that the experiential, hydrological and productive aesthetic principles
have been researched and found, it is time to identify the specific needed
location for hydrological interventions (4.1) , to identify the specific sorts of
silvipasture food production by looking at the soil conditions (4.2), to find the
missing links in the walking routes for the specific location (4.3), after which
there will be looked at the existing woodlands and where they don't need to
be planted(4.4). The layers will be used in the overlaying phase of the design
process (next chapter, 5.2).

> figure 4.2 - Elemenrts that
are analysed in this chapter

4.2 - Hydrology layer: urgently
needed locations for new woodlands

!

Starting with the hydrological areas
Aire

The hydrological principles are there, but where should they be applied? There
is already some knowledge on the optimal locations for runoff woodlands in the
Calder Valley, as Broadmeadow & Nisbet(2010) show. They assigned oppurtinity
areas for woodlands, using GIS methods. Urban areas, special nature protection
areas and grade 1 agricultural land could not be planted(white). Areas
where
!
woodlands could be planted are coloured (see fig. 4.3, below).
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Distribution of preferred areas for planting floodplain, riparian and wider woodland to reduce downstream flood risk in the upper Calder catchment
Countryside Stewardship priority area for woodland creation - FRM floodplain
Countryside Stewardship priorirtyarea for woodland creation - FRM wider catchment

> figure 4.3 - Map showing the
locations for woodlands on the
scale of the whole catchment.

Yorkshire and The Humber 2009 Opportunity Mapping project - priority areas for woodland creation to reduce flooding
woodland in wider catchment
riparian woodland
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The outcome is a good starting point for design, however, as Broadmeadow
and Nisbet (2010) state themselves: 'if the opportunities identified in this study
are to be realised, there will also be a need to increase the value of and improve
the synergy between available incentives to secure land use change.' The study is
a good starting point, but schemes 'need to filter down to sub-basin/catchment
plans and local farm plans.' (Nisbet et. al., 2011). This more detailed filtering is
what is going to be done in this subchapter.
Identifying historical and possible flooding locations
The Calder Valley flood action plan (Calderdale council, 2016a) has identified
locations where historically there have been surface floods. Next to that, there
have been identified critical drainage areas, which are the most important
areas to solve flooding problems for. However, historical sources cannot predict
future outcomes completely. One way of predicting future flooding is to look at
spatial data. For this thesis, a Digital Elevation Model(DEM) was used to create
new datasets that show hillshade, slopes, flow direction, ultimately resulting in
a flow accumulation model.
Flow accumulation models are commonly used by hydrologists as a quick
surrogate to model hydrological flows(Quinn et. al., 1991). ESRI's ArcGIS offers
the software to calculate the new flow accumulation data based on the DEM
raster. Elevation data for this calculation were retrieved from the Ordnance
Surveys open data platform (Ordnance Survey Open data, 2016). The use of this
data is rather used for a quick scan of hydrological flow, than for a detailed and
very accurate description. There is more detailed LIDAR DTM data available,
which is more accurate but incomplete, so due to time constrains it was chosen
to use the OS 50m grid DEM. In figure 4.4 you can see the process of the flow
accumulation modelling.

Figure 5.5 - ^ Original DEM

^ Flow direction

^ Flow accumulation, colours
have been adapted to be more
visible on the detailed level.

Now that the flow accumulation model is created, this data can be combined
with historical data and the critical drainage areas as mentioned in the Flood
action plan and the layer of woodlands, resulting in the following map (figure
4.4), which shows the flow accumulation for the whole catchment. Where
colours are brown or in the range from yellow to blue, flow accumulation is
high, and planting woodlands would have the most effect to slow runoff from
the uplands.
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< figure 4.4 - From DEM to
flow accumulation model with
ArcGis

Hebden
Bridge

Mytholmroyd

Todmorden

Walsden

^ Figure 4.5 - combined flow
accumulation map with
historical surface flooding
areas(magenta) and critical
drainage areas(blue)

^ figure 4.6 - Series of
Streetview images from high to
low in Walsden, and a picture
of flash floods in July 2013
(source: Dailymail.co.uk, 2013)

Walsden as the location for hydrological interventions
Looking at figure 4.4 , the area of Walsden is within a critical drainage area,
has a lot of flow accumulation, and has the lowest amount of woodlands, and
the change of the landscape could possibly be the highest over there. For these
reason, this area is chosen as the location for the detailed design.

Indeed, when looking at historical information, Walsden has been hit by
surface floodings (see figure 4.6, above), and when zooming in, this is no
surprise, when looking at the flow accumulation, topography and existing
woodlands (see figure 4.7, next page). On the map below, areas are identified
with:
•

High amounts of flow accumulation in existing streams (dark blue arrows).

•

High amounts of accumulation on steeper surfaces (dashed smaller dark
blue arrows on brown areas).

•

High amounts of flow accumulation at flatter areas at the valley bottom
(lighter blue dots).
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After this analysis, the urgence of planting woodlands becomes even more
obvious, and locations for different kind of plantings have been identified. With
this map, it can be defined where the principles should be applied. This will be
done in chapter 5.2.

4.3 - Production layer: soil
possibilities for silvipasture
In chapter 2.2, the possibility of silvipasture for this area is shown. According to
that chapter, food producing trees need to have the following characteristics:
•

They should become at least 5m high to be combinable with sheep

•

They should have distinctive aesthetic characteristics, like spring flowers,
visible fruits, or autumn colours.

•

They should tolerate the natural circumstances: shade, wind, cold, and of
course the soil conditions.

Looking at these last points, the soil conditions on current pastures are now
split up in two kinds: the more wetter clay soils, and the more drier sand soils.
Taking all these requirements into account, the website pfaf.org/plantfinder
(2017), is very useful in sorting out the right edible fruit or nut trees. After
consulting pfaf.org, a couple of species were found to be suitable for clay and
sand conditions. (see also figure 4.9, next page)
•

For the clay soils, Cornus officinalis and Crateagus tanacetifolia were
chosen as food producing trees.

•

For the sandy soils, Mespilus germanica and Corylus avellana were chosen
as food producing trees.

The named species are plausible examples, however, local in-depth knowledge
can suggest other species. However, this subchapter aims to demonstrate
the method of having a specific set of criteria decide which species need to be
planted. Following this method, the following map could be made (figure 4.8).
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^ figure 4.7 - Series of
Streetview images from high to
low in Walsden, and a picture
of flash floods in July 2013
(source: Dailymail.co.uk, 2013)

> figure 4.8 - Two different
kinds of silvipasture on two
different soil types.

Food producing
woodland species

Silvipasture species on clay soils
Cornus officinalis Crataegus
tanacetifolia

Silvipasture species on sand soils
Mespilus
Corylus avellana
germanica

3-6m

6m

height

up to 10m

8-10m

edibility

edible fruits

edible fruits

edible fruits

edible nuts

aesthetics

autumn &
spring
colours

flowering
white
in spring

flowering
white from
May to June

flowering
fresh green
early spring

Sheltering
hedge
species

1. Quercus robur (higher grounds)

1

2

3

4

2. Quercus petraea (higher grounds)
3. Acer pseudoplatanus (lower grounds)
4. Alnus glutinosa (lower grounds

Overall principles
for productive
woodlands

^ figure 4.9 - Table showing food producing woodland species, their characteristics, and how they can be coupled with hedgerow species to
become productive principles.
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4.4 - Experience layer: landscape
structure and routes in Walsden
For the experiential principles, there should be done an analysis on the
landscape structure of edges and plateaus around Walsden. Next to that,
the existing route network should be analysed to see whether it could still be
sufficient enough in the situation with the newly planted woodlands.
Landscape structure of edges and plateaus around Walsden
The conclusion in subchapter 3.6 was that some principles should be applied
at specific places in the landscape, and that others are applicable to the whole
route and landscape. To define where the principles should be applied for
Walsden, the landscape can again be divided according to its topographical
structure, which can be divided into a lower edge, middle plateau, upper edge
and high plateau (see fig. 4.11, below). Using the framework from chapter 3.6, it
can now be decided which principles can be applied where.

v figure 4.10 -Landscape units
around Walsden

Lower edge

Middle plateau
Edges of 1st edge

Upper edge

High plateau

^ figure 4.11 - Topographical landscape structure around Walsden

Is the slow route network around Walsden sufficient enough?
The experiential principles as described at the end of chapter 3 were meant
for recreational walkers, and some of these were very specific about what kind
of route structure or pathway structure should be provided. There needs to be
lo0oked at these principles which have implications for the routing, and then
there should be looked at the current network to see where there are missing
links.
Principles that imply specific routing characteristics
Chapter 3 ended with place specific and general principles. Five place specific
principles have implications for routing. These specific principles are shown
in the legend of figure 4.11 (next page), and its implications are shown on the
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map of figure 4.11(below). The principles are used to fill up the gaps in the route
network, which are mainly at the first edge, where most of the woodlands will
be in the future. Next to these principles, literature shows that both long and
short distance walkers in the area would make more use of the trail network
if there are trail starting points for circular routes at car parks or train stations
(Calderdale Rights of Way Improvement Plan, 2011) (Judkins, 2015). That is
why there are extra routes proposed from the local train station and from the
biggest car park towards other parts of the route, as these lacked. See figure
4.11 for all the newly proposed routes.
> figure 4.11 - Missing links in
the existing route system.

After climbing up the 2nd edge

After climbing up the first edge

West east edges of 1st edge

Stream valleys close to valley
bottom

All other woodland edges
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4.5 - Existing woodland layer:
possible natural colonization
Now that the locations for the application hydrological, productive and
aesthetic principles have been discussed, it is time to look whether they will
develop out of themselves, or whether they should be planted. This question
arose of an interview with Professor Rotherham of Sheffield Hallam University,
who said that natural regeneration of woodlands could already provide part
of the woodland that is needed for solving hydrological issues (Interview with
Ian Rotherham, October 2016). So, for this chapter, there will be looked at the
historical woodland development in the Calder Valley, the existing woodland
situation in Walsden, and some predictions of what could happen in the future.
Historical woodland development in the Calder Valley
There was a time, until 3500-3000 BC, that the Upper Calder Valley was
completely wooded except for the highest points (Mills, 1994). Pollen samples
in the showed that higher altitudes were covered with Pinus, Quercus and
Betula species, while the lower altitudes were covered by Tilia, Ulmus, Corylus
and Alnus species. However, after that time, the climate cooled and men
came in to make clearings in the wood, which made the moors spread and the
woodlands shrink (fig 4.12, left). Sheep replaced trees across most of the valley.
The clearings (called 'Royds') continued until the 18th-19th century, when not
a lot of wood was left. Over the ages, woods were planted, mainly in Victorian
times (19th century), when Fagus and Quercus woods were planted for wood
production, and Castanea, Acer, Tilia, Carpinus and Aesculus were planted in
their estates (see fig. 4.12, right).
< figure 4.12 - Historical
woodland situation from 3000
BC until 20th century.

v figure 4.14 - Denser(above)
and scattered (below)
woodlands around Walsden

Existing woodlands around Walsden
Looking at Walsden, it can be seen that the area is very sparsely wooded.
The only place where woodlands are a bit thicker are around some former
watermills and ponds, some parts on the first edge, and some cloughs. Other
edges may appear wooded on a map, but when looking closer exist of young,
pioneering woodlands with a very open structure (see fig. 4.14). The denser
woodlands mainly exist of Quercus, Fagus and Acer woodlands, whereas
the more scattered ones exist of Crataegus, Betula and Salix. The scattered
woodlands have in common that they are close to an existing denser woodland,
and most of them are not grazed by sheep.
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Predictions for the future: can woodlands spread naturally?

V figure 4.16 - Different phases
of woodland establishment
after 10-20-30 years.

>> figure 4.17 - Future trend:
woodland will spread to nearby
abandoned lands without
grazing.

As stated before, some woodlands in the program could be developed through
natural regeneration. Verheyen et al. (2003) say that the colonization process of
woodlands starts with the establishment of the forest herb layer in areas that
surround existing species-rich woodlands, after which the higher tree species
can settle in. For former grassland areas around existing woodlands, it is said
that woodland generation through natural colonization is more cost-effective
than through planting them (Macmillan et. al. 2003). From larger nuclei,
woodlands can spread all over abandoned lands (Lee et. al. 2002), which will
and is already happening in the area around Walsden right now (see fig. 4.17).

Recolonization rates differ among different areas with different geographical
circumstances (Lee et. al. 2002), and no research has yet been done for the
Calder Valley. However, when looking at the spatial data, the newer, scattered
woodlands of 10 years are usually laying within 100m of existing woodlands.
This buffer is taken as the area in which future colonization will take place.
This area will bring its own aesthetic characteristics, (see figure 4.16) which
could cause conflicts with the experiential principles for woodlands that can be
experienced via a route through them . The map below shows existing nuclei
and possible future colonization on the edges (fig 4.18).

> figure 4.18 - Future trend:
woodland will spread to nearby
abandoned lands without
grazing.
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5 - DESIGNING SLOW
MOTION
WOODLANDS
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6

Design method & large scale design concept
Medium scale design: hydrological base & routes
Overlaying principles
Detailed scale: solving dilemmas
Integrated design: slow motion woodlands
A walk in the woods

> figure 5.1 - The woodland edge in Hardcastle Crags
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5.1 - Design method & large scale
design concept
Design method
In this chapter, the principles will be applied in the design phase. First, there
will be drawn a large scale design for the critical part of the Upper Calder Valley,
which will show which kind of principles need to work together on which part
of the Valley. Then there will be zoomed in to the area of Walsden, where
first which the different overlay layers will be put on top of each other to see
where they overlap(subchapter 5.2). For the overlaps, there will be looked
whether there is a conflict between different principles. If this is the case, there
is a dilemma which needs to be solved. Then, for each dilemma the different
woodland types there are drawn at least two different solutions (subchapter
5.4). The solutions are assessed on whether they keep in mind the original
principles. Then, these solutions are implemented in the integrated design for
Walsden, where a proposal is done for routes through new woodland plantings.
(subchapter 5.5). In the end, these routes and the impact of the design solutions
on the experience of the landscape will be shown in a route story (subchapter
5.6). For the overlaying process and outcomes, look below (figure 5.2).

> figure 5.2 - The overlapping
process.

v figure 5.3 - Hardcastle Crags
as an area where no woodland
expansion scheme is needed.

Large scale design: Royds in an expanding woodland belt
What could already be seen in figure 4.5 (chapter before),
was that there are areas where there is already a lot of
woodland and which are not critical drainage areas. These
areas (e.g. Hardcastle Crags, see figure 5.3, left) don't need
a large scale woodland expansion scheme, and they do not
need to incorporate productive principles, because there the
woodlands already exist and do not come at the expense
of agricultural land. What can be done in these areas is
optimalizing the hydrological workings of the woodlands (e.g.
create more roughness through more undergrowth), or their
experiential qualities(e.g. by creating new routes or minor
changes in woodland structure).
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v figure 5.4 - The open unwooded hillside around
Walsden

On the other side, and again referring to figure 4.5, there are
three high-risk urban areas where there have been floods and
where woodland expansion is needed: around Todmorden,
around Mytholmroyd and around Walsden. These are the areas
where there should be large scale woodland expansion, and
where a combination should be made between productive,
hydrological and experiential principles. In this thesis the focus
is on Walsden, however the same design method as applied
here could be applied to the other villages. Following this, the
following large scale design concept could be made(fig. 5.5):

The resulting landscape could be one that has implemented multiple flood
measures, but as one defining flood alleviation landscape structure it could
have a woodland belt which varies in thickness. All loose types of woodland
should be connected with each other, to create one continuous woodland
belt, which is regarded as more experientially pleasing than loose clumps of
woodland (Coles & Bussy, 2000). The origin of the towns as openings ('royds') in
a wooded landscape (Jennings, 1992) comes back in the design of woodlands
which are meant to prevent flooding in the relatively new valley bottom towns.
Riparian woodlands and streams could bring people across the woodlands
towards the open areas,which largely remain intact and are even strengthened
in their character through the contrast with the denser woodlands.
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^ figure 5.5 - The large scale
design concept

5.2 - Medium scale design:
hydrological base and routes
For two layers, there can already be made location specific designs for
Walsden, which could possibly have implications for the conflicts between
different principles. The hydrological base design could already be drawn on
base of the flow accumulation map in chapter 4.2. This will serve as the b0tt0m
line: what the minimum is that needs to be planted in order to slow peak
flooding. Next to that, from the missing links map in 4.4 for Walsden, there
can be proposed some continuous walking routes through the valley which
show the new woodlands and how they are experienced together within the
landscape of the Calder Valley.
Proposed hydrological base
Riparian woodlands need to be planted along streams with most of the flow
accumulation, shelterbelts at steep hills with a lot of flow accumulation, and
floodplain woodlands at the flatter areas at the valley bottom. Together with
the specific information that shelterbelts need to be planted desynchronised
from each other, and floodplain woodlands need to cover the complete
floodplain width, a programming map could be made, which is shown in figure
5.6(below).
V figure 5.6 - Proposed
ydrological base
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Proposed route structures
Looking at the missing links map in chapter 4.4, two proposals can be made for
continuous routes around the town of Walsden. A shorter one of 5-6km which
will lead mainly around the first edge, and a longer one of approximately 13km
which will lead across the landscape cross section (see fig. 5.7). The routes make
use of the existing pathways and of newly proposed pathways.
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V figure 5.7 - Two new
proposals for continuous routes
•
Long distance
•
Short distance

5.3 - Overlaying woodland types
v figure 5.8 - The overlay
map between all the different
principles.

For the area of Walsden, all types of gathered principles need to be put in the
overlay map. The resulting map is shown below (figure 5.8):

From this map, four possible dilemmas can be identified, which need to be
found out at a detailed level whether they present a conflict between different
kinds of principles:
1. There could be a conflict between hydrological and experiential principles,
for example where a planned or existing route goes through a newly
planted riparian woodland or shelterbelt.
2. There could be a conflict between hydrological and productive principles,
for example where a planned shelterbelt goes through an area which is
now a pasture and which according to productive principles is going to be
converted into a silvipasture land.
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3. There could be conflict between experiential principles and natural
colonization processes, for example where a path and its surroundings
should have certain characteristics which cannot be the result of a natural
colonization process in the first years of the growth process.
Ther can be a conflict between the experience of productive principles and the
experiential principles for walkers.

5.4 - Detailed scale: solving
dilemmas between principles
In this subchapter, possible conflicts between principles are shown in detail.
For a possible conflict to be serious enough, there should be a case of a win-big
loss. In the case there is a conflict, two possible solutions will be brought up,
which will then be assessed according to the design principles which are stated
in chapters 2 and 3. The solutions should either be big win, minimized loss, or
win/win, according to the terminology of DeFries et. al. (2004).
Dilemma 1: smooth pathway through a riparian woodland diminishes the
extra surface roughness
The first conflict which occurs on the scale of the pathway and the riparian
woodland. Because of experiential reasons, the pathway is to be placed along
the valley, to cause a fully immersed woodland experience. However, this opens
up the dense structure of the planting, which is exactly meant to provide extra
surface roughness to slow the water in a peak rain event (Nisbet et al. 2011).
Thereby, it opens an extra flow channel next to the existing streambed. The
situation is illustrated below (figure 5.9).

win

loss

< figure 5.9 - Opening of an
extra flow channel when path
is led close to stream.
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win

The first possible solution is to simply mitigate the loss of surface roughness
by placing extra trees along the river on the river side of the pathway. However,
this means that the path is less close to the river, which leads to less immersion,
and this means that the woodlands are not lined up with the landscape patterns
anymore, thereby leading to the loss of another principle.

loss

^> figure 5.10 - The
compensating solution

win

The second possible solution is to adapt the path surface, by making it rough
and unregular, with ´water speed bumps´ in the pathway, mimicking a rough
forest floor. With this comes the extra positive effect that the path now
contrasts with its surrounding, thereby applying the principle of differentiated
surface structure types to make the route interesting.

extra positive by/effect

^> figure 5.11- The solution
where the path structure is
adapted.
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Dilemma 2: productive silvipasture is planned at a location where there is
also the location of an urgently needed shelterbelt
The second conflict appears when shelterbelts are planned in silvipasture
lands. In the case the shelterbelt would be implemented, there would be a loss
of production land and a loss of the road-side effect, one of the productive
aesthetic principles. In the case only the productive silvipasture would be
implemented, there is a loss of hydrological working since the needed surface
roughness at this place would not be the same under the fruit trees as in the
shelterbelt (Nisbet et al. 2011). This is illustrated below (figure 5.12).

win

loss

This dilemma could be solved by compensating via a shelterbelt on top of
the productive silvipasture land (see fig. 5.13). This would possibly slow down
the water that comes into the silvispasture. However, by doing this, the
productive aesthetic principle of the roadside effect is violated. Next to that,
the shelterbelt will be placed in a flat area, while it is an experiential principle
to line up the woodland plantings with underlying edges and cloughs. Thus,
this principle is violated as well. The last negative effect is that as a result of
this situation, open pasture will need to be planted, resulting in a small loss of
productive land.

^ figure 5.12 - The situation
when silvipasture is preferred
above a shelterbelt.

v figure 5.13 - When the
shelterbelt is compensated
above the silvipasture land

win

loss
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win

Another solution is to integrate the shelterbelt into the hedgerows of the
silvipasture (see fig. 5.14). Looking at the food producing trees, only two lines
of trees are lost in this situation. Next to that, the roadside effect could be left
intact by keeping the line of Cornus on the edge of the land. Another positive
by-effect is that this solution creates a combination which is still in line with the
underlying landscape characteristics, namely the edge.

small loss

>^ figure 5.14 - When the
shelterbelt is integrated within
the silvipasture land.

Dilemma 3: Natural colonization creates a landscape which does not follow
experiential principles

v figure 5.15 - When natural
colonization does not lead to
aesthetic qualities.

The third conflict could be that a route will be laid through an abandoned
landscape near an existing woodland which will be colonized by trees.
The further away from the woodland, the more it is scattered and the
less immersive it will become. The appearing situation is that a couple of
experiential principles are violated, especially the ones about creating
immersivity close to pathways in woodlands and the ones about creating a
contrast between open and closed areas (see fig. 5.15).

loss
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There are two possible solutions for this problem, both which require some
extra planting along the pathway. Both solutions are actually possible. The first
solution tries to plant extra dense along the pathway (figure 5.16), whereas the
second solution focuses more on the creation of open spaces with a view to the
other side of the valley (figure 5.17).

It can be concluded from figure 5.16 and 5.17 that it depends on the very local,
detailed situation and the point in the route whether there needs to be planted
or concentrated. However, the arguments for either densening or concentrating
should relate to the place of this location in the larger route or landscape of
Walsden. In this case, this pathway is in the middle of two denser woodlands, so
it makes more sense to make some openings to create a varied woodland layer.
Dilemma 4: is there a conflict between productive and experiential
principles?
The last possible dilemma is one where productive and experiential principles
could possibly clash. In figure 5.18(next page), an example is show of such a
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v figure 5.16 - When the path
surroundings are densely
planted

^ figure 5.17 - When there are
made openings and closing in
the woodland/

situation. However, the question is whether there is a conflict or whether the
principles could 'live together'. No experiential qualities are diminished, as the
silvipasture woodland perfectly follow the edges. Next to that, the silvipasture
woodlands can be seen as one of the many woodland types which make a route
through these woodlands so interesting. No experiential principles have been
violated by laying the silvipasture out on the edge and not any further.

no loss

^ figure 5.18 - When a route
goes through the silvispasture

Conclusion of the solutions for dilemmas
In the first two dilemmas, the options that were chosen rather adapted the
original situation to minimize loss than that they tried to compensate for the
loss. This might be because of the restrictive nature of the edge principles of
the roadside effect and the fact that the edges should be made readable by
woodland planting. The solutions are very detailed and local, and the principles
act as a restriction or as a chance to make a situation better. Without solutions,
big losses would result, and with these solutions, only win-win situations and
big-win, small loss situations will result.

5.5 - Integrated design: slow-motion
woodlands
The integrated design differs with the overlay map at several important points,
as a result of the solutions brought up by the dilemmas. Most of these solutions
are small scale, and will be showed in the next subchapter (5.6), which is about
the walking experience of the newly wooded valley. The solution which could
be seen in the 1-5000 scale integrated design is the design of combination
shelterbelts which incorporate silvipasture. Looking at the map on the next
page, it can be seen that the design adds in total four categories of landscape
elements: new walking routes, new runoff slowing woodlands, new productive
woodlands, and experiential enhancements of the woodlands. In figure 5.20,
there will be shown how the design affects the slowing of runoff in a rain event,
which is in the end the goal of the planting of the woodlands. This will result in
a woodland that could be experienced through slow movement, but which also
slows the movement of the water: that is why they can be called Slow-motion
woodlands.
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Slow-m
wood
1

2

3

new walking routes
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new runoff slowing woodlands new productive woodlands

enhanced experience

proposed short
route 5-6km

floodplain
woodlands

silvipasture with
tree alleys and
grazing below

Extra dense belt
around the valley
to create being
away feeling

proposed long
route 12-13km

riparian woodlands

combined
silvipasture and
shelterbelt

Open west/east
edge to create low
sunlight effects in
morning or evening

proposed other
routes (left>right)
existing (up>down)

shelterbelts

proposed other
routes (left>right)
existing (up>down)

motion
dlands

Begin rain
event
Rain starts to fall
in high amounts
and flows on the
surfaces down
below to the
valley.

a
a

The first water
reaches the
cloughs, where
new riparian
woodlands(a)
slow water from
the top to the
bottom of the
valley.

3

2

1

Flow gets
slowed in steps
The water
reaches the new
shelterbelts(b)
and
combinations
with silvispasture
(c), which slow
the surface water
in several steps,
each reducing
the flow velocity
approximately
15%. New
silvipasture
woodlands (d)
intercept 10% of
the falling water
in their leave
surfaces.

c

c

b

d
c
b

d
d

Result: delayed
and decreased
flow peak

< Fig 5.19 - Integrated design
for new woodlands in the
Calder Valley

existing/colonizing woodlands
existing woodland

now scattered but
developing into
denser woodland
abandoned land
developing into
open woodland

The water in
the riparian
woodlands
reaches the
the floodplain
woodlands (e),
which reduce the
flow velocity in
these streams
with 50%. The
cumulative effect
of the increased
interception,
infiltration
and surface
roughness delays
and decreases
the flow peak
significantly.

e
e
^> figure 5.20 - Workings of
runoff slowing woodlands
in time
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5.6 - A walk in the
Woods
Walking through the new,
runoff slowing, productive and
experientially pleasing woodlands
above Walsden, Upper Calder Valley

1

6
2
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3
4

5

(1) The walk starts
at the bottom of the
Valley, in a formerly
young, but quite dark
Fagus woodland,
along a stream. The
undergrowth was
lacking here and the
place was identified as
a spot where riparian
woodland needed to be
planted in order to slow
water in a peak rain
event.

1 - Along the stream upwards

(2) So, some Fagus
trees were felled to
open up the canopy.
Almost immediately
dense undergrowth
began to grow, and
a riparian woodland
of 20 meters on both
side of the stream
was planted, mainly
consisting of Alnus
glutinosa. A pathway
was proposed along
the stream upwards,
because it is the perfect
way to leave the valley
behind because of
its car sound filtering
stream stream.

(3) However, this
created an extra
flow channel, thus
the pathway was
roughened up, and
the pathway became
a stairway along
the stream, with
speedbumps and a
rocky, irregular surface.
Sounds, smells and the
cold humid air make
up for an immersive,
sensory pleasurable
experience.
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(1) Then, the
pathway is led out
of the woodland to
experience some
landscape drama: the
overview over the
valley, and the sudden
vast openness of the
pasture landscape
above the woodlands.

2 - Out of the woods for a view
(2) This pasture
generated a lot of
surface flow, so a
dense shelterbelt was
proposed below the
pasture, which could
slow the water coming
from the pasture. The
land below would be
converted towards a
silvipasture with lines
of Mespilus and Corylus
and sheep beneath.

(2) However, the
proposal was met with
severe resistance from
the farmer on whose
land the shelterbelt
needed to be created.
Plus the shelterbelt
blocked the view on his
beautifully blossoming
Mespilus trees at the
edge. So, to still keep
the shelterbelt, it
was integrated in the
silvipasture, and the
Mespilus trees were
placed at the edge
of the newly wooded
land.
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(1) From the viewpoint
we go into a place
which was once an
abandoned open
pasture close to two
existing woodlands.

3 - In the newly colonized woodland
(2) Because of this
closeness of the two
woodlands, they
began to colonize the
abandoned pasture
with Betula pubescens
and Alnus glutinosa,
resulting in a half open
landscape which was
neither pasture nor
woodland.

(3) Then, at this place,
there was chosen
to create a more
immersive woodland
experience in the first
years of the woodlands
development. The
borders of the pathway
were densely planted
and the pathway
became smaller and
more curvy. Just a small
investment already
created the feeling of a
dense woodland at this
spot.
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4 - Along the western edge of the new woodland

(1) The route goes
further, and we walk
into an abandoned
spot which was
already being
colonized by trees
from a neighbouring
woodland. No
pathways crossed this
place, which was not
a woodland before
but which was slowly
becoming one.
(2) This woodland
then developed into
a denser, higher birch
woodland with ferns
below. This unknown
place was shattered
with beautiful sunlight
beams coming from
the west in the
evening, touching the
stems of the trees and
the leaves of the ferns.

(3) To make
the woodlands
experiencable, a
woodland was then
laid out, not in the
middle of it, where the
light from the sides
is less intense, but on
the upper side, quite
near the edge, where
the evening light
effect could be fully
experienced.
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(1) The route crosses
towards the other
side of the valley, and
touches a stream in
a small clough. This
stream had a lot of flow
accumulation during
large rain events, so
something needed to
be done to slow the
water partially.

5 - Through a clough in a riparian woodland
(2) Thus, on both
sides of the stream,
a denser riparian
woodland was planted,
consisting of Betula
pubescens and Salix
Cinerea, in the middle
of the formerly open
valley. The woodland
did what it had to do,
but existed only of a
small couple of planted
species, resulting in a
less immersive, sensory
pleasurable situation.

(3) So, to strengthen
the 'multisensoryisland' effect, some
of the plantings
immediately next
to the pathway
were enriched with
flowering, smelling
woodland layer plants.
During all seasons,
this woodland was
now a small island of
shelter and pleasure,
after which the vast
pastures behind could
be entered again with
full courage.
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(1) This little former
mill pond could be
visited on the long
distance route, or as
a side visit from the
woodland route. The
hillside which we're
looking at were once a
open pasture.

6 - At an old mill pond with a view on the silvipasture
(2) However, to
intercept more
water and to create a
continuous woodland
belt around the houses,
a silvipasture woodland
was proposed. Looking
from the valley, the
view would not be
really exhilirating as
the main flowering
and colouring trees,
like Cornus officinalis
and Crateagus
tanacetifolia, were
hidden behind a line of
messy planted oaks.
The farmer of the land
did not like this idea.

(3) This is how it looks
now. Luckily, it has
gotten planted since
there were made
some small, but crucial
adaptations. First, the
flowering producing
species were placed
along the bottom
of the silvipasture,
which created a very
neat mirroring effect
in the pond. Second,
the trees were placed
in lines following
the contours, which
appeared neatly to the
farmers eye.
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6 - DISCUSSION
6.1
6.2
6.3

Comparison between existing and proposed woodland planting
Conclusions
Discussion

> figure 6.1 - One of the streams in Hardcastle Crags
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6.1 - Comparison between existing
and proposed woodland planting
In this subchapter, there will be looked back at the problem statement to see
what the original problems and the existing woodland planting situation is, and
how the proposed design compares to that. This comparison is made to clearly
show the changes in the landsape resulting from the plan, after which the
social acceptability can be defined by the people that are involved in the plan
making process.
Exisiting situation: only hydrological principles applied.
The main problem at the moment is that low cultural adoptability leads to
flawed woodland planting implementation, thereby not providing enough
flood protection. There are two groups of people where this social acceptance
is lacking: farmers don't accept woodland plantings on their lands as long as
they lack a productive use and don't show productive values (Lawrence et. al.
2014). Next to that, planting woodlands just on base of hydrological principles
would mean a large decrease in agricultural land. On the other hand, there are
the recreational walkers, to whom current woodland plantings do not provide
enough experiential qualities because they are to small or uniform (Coles &
Bussey, 2000). Next to the issue of cultural adoptability, the currently planted
woodlands are also not in the good location and of a too small size to work
against peak floods.
Proposed situation: adding and combining productive and experiential
principles with hydrological principles
In this thesis, a new design is proposed for woodland planting which
incorporates not only hydrological principles to slow peak floods, but also
productive principles for existing farmlands, and experiential principles for the
whole walkable landscape. These principles were overlayed and dilemmas were
identified, which are mostly reduced to win-win or win-minimized loss situations
(De Fries et. al. 2014) through smart combinations and small adaptations. The
following aspects have been incorporated to heighten social acceptance:
Enhanced productive uses and values for farmers
Several things have been done to tackle the concerns of farmers that woodland
plantings don't have enough productive use and value:
1. The first one is to combine a form of woodlands, in this case a food
producing woodland, with sheep farming, to continue production in these
lands. Instead of converting a lot of agricultural land into woodlands
purely made for increasing surface roughness (hydrological workings),
pastures at critical locations such as edges and cloughs are converted into
silvipasture lands which do not produce significantly less and which work
hydrologically in enhancing leaf interception. For the loss of hydrological
working, a larger area of silvipasture should be planted than what would be
in the case of pure shelterbelts.
2. Second, these silvipasture woodlands follow some productive aesthetic
principles that could potentially provide social capital, like giving their
silvispasture woodlands a roadside effect and by creating alleys which
follow contours and appear orderly.
3. Another aspect which could possibly make the woodlands to be
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more accepted is that some farmlands are now partially protected by
shelterbelts up the hill.
Thus, as compared to the original situation, the woodland planting on
farmlands would not mean a loss in production and even a source of farm
diversification, and the hydrological workings of the silvipastures is slightly less
but this can be tackled by increasing their size.
Enhanced experiential qualities for walkers
By applying the hydrological and productive principles for woodlands, the
resulting woodlands would be of sufficient size and variety for walkers to be
experienced pleasurably. Because hydrological and productive woodlands are
already to be planted in areas which should also be planted for experiential
reasons, there is only a small proportion of the woodlands which needs to
be planted because of experiential reasons. Some extra woodland needs
to be planted to create more immersive experiences, on abandoned land
where no clash with other principles appears but where the situation is not
satisfactory enough. The experiential principles mainly add value in the way
the routing is done through these new woodlands, and by small alterations in
the surroundings of the pathways. The proposed route structure is made up of
two walks which are providing experiential qualities like immersive woodland
experiences, experience of nature, experience of an interesting route, the
experience of pleasurable multisensory information and the experience of a
sense of place, or landscape drama.
The main difference for walkers between the existing and proposed design is
that in the latter, woodland experiences could be more immersive than without
experiential principles, and the contrast between the existing landscape and
the proposed dense woodlands could provide a more interesting walking route
than what is there nowadays.
Enhanced hydrological workings
As compared to the original situation, the hydrological workings of the
woodlands in the proposed design are far bigger, by locating woodlands
around the critical drainage areas at the most needed spots, both on a large
valley scale and on a local scale. The types of woodland which are proposed
are shelterbelts for surface flows, riparian woodlands for large surface flows
towards streams and floodplain woodlands for larger streams at the valley
bottom. The shelterbelts are placed coherently, at increasing distance from the
valley bottom to divide the peak into several smaller ones. The effects could be
only slightly bigger when planting on flatter areas on the plateaus, which would
however diminish the experiential qualities of the landscape too much.
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V figure 6.2 - From a landscape
that floods to a landscape
which slows the floods

Dilemmas between principles
Because of the large scale application of the principles, the largest negative
tradeoffs could be diminished. However, on the small scale, there are some
dilemmas between the principles, which have been tried to solve in chapter 5.3.
As a result of that:
•

Alterations have been made to the way pathways are integrated into
stream valleys along the river, leading to a rough path surface which even
adds extra experiential qualities (dilemma 1).

•

Shelterbelts on silvispasture lands have been integrated into the tree
alleys, causing a minimized loss tradeoff instead of a large loss tradeoff
(dilemma 2).

•

Alterations have been proposed for the surroundings of routes through
woodlands which are a result of natural recolonization (dilemma 3).

Now that the possible combinations and solutions have been brought up, the
existing and proposed situation can be compared in the following scheme
(figure 6.3).

^ figure 6.3 - Comparison between existing (left) and proposed situation (right)
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6.2 - Conclusions
Answering the research question
As stated in the knowledge gap, literature show limited knowledge on the
phenomenological experience and experiential qualities of English woodlands
as related to their physical structure. The research in this thesis is an attempt
to describe the experience of English woodlands as complete as possible and
to derive design principles for that which can be experienced while bodily
engaging with the landscape. Thereby, this is the added knowledge that this
thesis brings, as compared to more visually centered design principles of Bell &
Apostol (2008) or Gustavvson (2004). The research question has already been
answered in chapter 3.6, but to give an overview, the question and answers are
shortly given here:
What are the experiential design principles for creating new woodlands in the
Calder Valley Uplands?
Fourteen new experiential design principles could be categorized, which are
all aimed at creating experiential qualties in the new woodlands of the Calder
Valley. Some of them should be applied on a very specific place in the landscape
which can be identified via a landscape analysis as conducted in chapter 4.4,
whereas others need to be applied over the whole landscape. The experiential
design principles could be categorized into five different categories, which
differ a bit from what was the starting point from literature for the walking
study. The categories are: pleasurable sensory stimulation, experience of nature,
experience of an interesting route and the experience of a sense of place, and for
woodlands in particular a new category called woodland immersiveness, which is
constituted of multisensory bodily experiences which make it feel like a person
is immersed in a woodland. For a complete overview of all the new principles,
look at figure 3.43 in chapter 3.6.
Answering the design question
The aim of this thesis was to find experiential, productive and hydrological
principles for new woodlands and to see to what extent they can be combined
to increase their cultural adoptability. This was also the main design question:
How can experiential aesthetic, productive and hydrological design
principles be combined to increase the cultural adoptability of new runoff
slowing woodlands in the Calder Valley?
There are some conflicts between conflicts which could be solved by designed
solutions. These solutions show that the two issues that could enhance
the cultural adoptability of the new woodlands, which are incorporating
experiential qualities for walkers and productive uses and values for farmers, do
not need a lot of adaptations to work hydrologically. Neither do the woodlands
aimed at slowing peak flows need a lot of adaptations to meet the principles
for experiential qualities or production. Next to that, from the design process,
it appeared that the incorporation of productive principles and the large
scale implementation of the woodland plantings to slow peak floods already
diminished most of the pre-existing tradeoffs.
The value of the experiential principles
Compared to the existing situation, the proposed design creates a seemingly
paradoxal situation of planting more woodland, which results in less negative
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tradeoffs between the different principles. This is caused by handling the
principles as equally important, while for example in reality local farmers and
walkers find certain principles more important than others. Next to that, more
trees are needed in the new situation than in the existing one, which costs more
money to plant, which is a negative tradeoff. However, in the new situation
planting happens more coordinated, large scale and based on landscape
analyses, which could make it more effective than the current planting, which
is ad-hoc and not related to critical drainage areas. By developing a large scale
design strategy, the cost effectiveness of woodland planting can be heightened.
The added value of the design process
This design has shown:
•

A possible way of overcoming experiential and productive concerns about
runoff slowing woodlands.

•

Solutions which mainly serve experiential principles, like the adjusted
path surface and the denser plantings in existing recolonizing situations,
serve more as icing on the cake than as the main contributors to social
acceptance. However, every situation where hydrological principles are
incorporated makes it easier to compensate for eventual setbacks at other
situations. This cumulative effect is why the principles should be applied on
as many locations as possible.

•

That an integrative, complete catchment approach, as opposed to the
current ad-hoc planting, could create a landscape which uses the new
woodland plantings as a chance to create a landscape which is also
productive and experientially pleasing.

Significance of the design process: the relevance of landscape design in increasing
the social acceptance of new landscapes
Zooming out, this thesis is part of a larger movement that sees designing to
minimize tradeoffs as a way of heightening the social acceptance of landscape
change (De Fries et. al. 2004). Two fields where this is very important are
climate change adaptation & mitigation, where this study partly fits in, and
the sustainable energy transition (e.g. Stremke, 2014). A lot of these studies
focus on the quantitative tradeoffs of different forms of land use or functions
(e.g. Burgess et al., 2012). This thesis however mostly looks at the qualitative
side of the tradeoffs, which could be more difficult to define. The low social
acceptance of the woodland plantings is not only because of quantitative
reasons such as a lower amount of pastures through woodland planting, but
for a large part because of qualitative reasons, such as the low productive
values of woodland plantings or the non-existing immersive experience of new
woodlands.
So, especially in conflicts between land uses where financial incentives are not
helping to convince people towards land use change, incorporating qualitiative
aspects like productive values and experiential qualities in the design could be
very helpful.
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6.3 - Discussion
Now that the design question has been answered, there are several points to
discuss. First, the limitations of the research should be discussed and second,
there should be done some recommendations.
Limitations of phenomenological walking study and a recommendation
In subchapter 3.2, there is shortly spoken about the validity of the
phenomenological walking study. Because the study is about the
phenomenology of the landscape, and because it is carried out by one person,
it describes a very personal, but complete, story of experiences. It is tried to
interprete the data in a coherent way, as to use it as an argument for the design
process. The value of the research is therefore more in that it tries to give an
interpretation of the experience of the Calder Valley and new Woodlands, which
had not yet been done before. Compared to the experiential qualities that have
been described, these principles are linked way more to the specific physical
characteristics of the Calder Valley and English woodlands. The major limitation
in this research is that there has not been enough time to test whether the
principles are in line with what local walkers and farmers actually find. It would
be very useful to go back to the Calder Valley to see how they relate to the
found principles and whether they need adjustments.
Other recommendations
Plant test plots
One limitation of this application of prinicples is that is all very qualitiative,
and the effects of especially the solution for dilemma 1 should be quantified
to see whether it really helps to increase the surface roughness or if it is just
an experiential adjustment. However, even when it is only an experiential
adjustment, this still means that more principles would be applied than
without.
Unfortunately, there is a lack of quantative information of what woodlands
could exactly do in slowing peak flows in the Calder Valley. Other studies in
other catchments are very promising, but depend on local soil conditions and
topography (Bulygina et. al. 2013). What should be done is planting test plots
and monitoring them in the Calder Valley, to assess their exact hydrological
workings, so that the exact size, species and locations could be designed with.
Incorporate other flood solutions in the woodlands
In this research is the focus was on woodland planting alone. The focus
on woodlands in this research was because of the fact that they are to be
implemented on a large scale in the Calder Valley (Calderdale Flood Action
Plan, June 2016), and that they already are, looking at the projects by
Treesponsibility. Woodland planting in this very old landscape, of which parts
have been unwooded for thousand years (Jennings, 1992), leaves a large trace
and brings issues of social acceptance. These are all reasons to design these
woodlands, and to incorporate as much principles as possible.
With the proposed woodland planting for the Calder Valley, not all flooding
problems are solved. Other, less visible solutions are needed, however if they
have any negative visual impact, e.g. the implementation of artifical reservoirs
and dams, they could be designed together with woodland planting, to absorb
their visual impact and to create a large combined flood alleviating working.
Thus, woodland should be seen as an inevitable, but implementable and
acceptable flood alleviating solution, which could be even more productive and
experientially pleasing than other solutions.
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sunlight through the trees, no wind

fenced, thick forest, not a lot of movement allowed

sunlight through the hedges, not a lot of wind

possible to walk everywhere, except for the fences on all sides

grassy smell coming from pasture, hints of pine, moisty air with hints of manure

path with trunks, hard surface, you have to be active going around the trunks otherwise you’ll fall

moisty air coming from pasture, no sun, it is getting a bit cold

fenced on the right side, dense forest on left side, no freedom to walk

rotten leaves and larix, pines

boomwortels and needle path

gentle sunlight from aside, no wind, air cool enough to make clouds with breath

dense woodland on both sides

Little stream valley, opening to the pasture, fenced stone wall, pine forest mixed
with larix and oak, further away you see the sharp edge of a spruce woodland, and
a moorland on top,. You only see the stream because its lower.
highway is gone, mainly gently streaming water and birds.

Overall impression:

some highway sounds from the valley, but mostly birds(crow, musjes)

Woodland of pine mixed with larix and acer, low light on different underlayers
from the side. Edge of woodland thats why light falls in. Path of needles and
leaves.

Overall impression:

Overall impression:

Forest of Guisborough, point 4, 16:52

slippery forest floor with fallen leaves from maple trees

path of fine gravel

Forest of Guisborough, point 3, 16:33

firy smell of burning wood, clay, rotting leaves

burning wood, food

Varied, fields smooth and ploughed, sharp forest edge, human regulations with
fences and signs, through the forest you can see guisborough, natural broad leaf
forest(young), fraxinus, acer pseudoplatanus, some fagus
lots of different birds, highway

Overall impression:

Forest of Guisborough, point 2, 16:12

Children, children with bird flutes, a highway, some birds

Views through the hedgerows to the open fields and some hilltops, path with lots
of families, visitors centre with fence, path between hedgerows leads to the forest

Forest of Guisborough, point 1, 15:44

appendix 1
overview multisensory stop data

Forest of Guisborough, point 5, 17:08

mainly rotten birch leaves

some birds(kraaien), mountainbikes, and the highway is there again

clay-ish pathway small

rotten leaves

crows, birds, bit of highway.

Overall impression:

Forest of Guisborough, point 6, 17:35

river, cars, cars further away

mosses and spruce

birds of 3 different sorts, some water(further away), some cars(further away)

Overall impression:

Forest of Kielder, point 2, 10.59

Dense new forest mix of broadleaf species, mainly acer, ash, birch, big shrubs.
Small path, natural feeling. Look on powerline and higher, older forest.

neat path of gravel with some stones

dense and moist

Overall impression:

moist air, total shade since sun is down, getting darker

dense and moist

Broad road with 2 patches of forest, left the dense conifer plantation mixed with
birch. Right a new mix (5-7 years old) with maple, ash and birch. Path is wide
(3,5m) and has a ditch to water of to make it suitable for cars

dense woodland on both sides

Forest of Kielder, point 1, 10:38

diesel, burning coal(nearby pub), moisty forest

muddy path

sitka spruce forest with mosses and ferns, path muddy between two ditches. Quite
light but monotonous forest. First five meters arent planted.

asphalt(hard, smooth)

breezy, misty, moisty air(no wind)

Overall impression:

moist air, cloudy

freedom to all sides if you cross the ditch

mown grass field, bridge, power lines, river, asphalt road with sidewalks(smooth),
different broad leaf trees, cars now and then

big, people can walk everywhere except for fences

children, people, cars, dogs, river(far away in valley) road(even further away)

little bit of manure, bit of fuel, bit of mossy forest floor

stone grit broad road

light breeze of air from the valley

lots of informal paths, no clear entrance or guiding fences/signs

Spruce in the mist.

Path stonegrit.

Waves of mist, so a filter for the sun.

You can walk all direction into the heathland.

parking place with little hut for the opzichters broad parking places, wooden logs
break the parking spots in two, informal paths lead to the pathway,

Some birds in the heathland.

Overall impression:

quite some distance to the sides you can get

all up to the forest edge

not what it should be through the mist. A field of newly planted birches and pines
in a clearing of the forest. Observatory. Mist thickens and unthickens. Path is still
the same.

more wind, less mist, more sunlight

some wind, moisty mist

Overall impression:

Overall impression:

Forest of Hardcastle Crags, point 1, 11:52

same stonegrit path

effen pad

Forest of Kielder, point 5, 11.52

some spruce smell but no too much because of open space

silver spar strong

car park, skyspace building, open space with variation in trees(willow, birch,
spruce), pathway visible until 200m, weird windmill space
with ferns, mosses and stones
wind in trees because of slightly more open space

Overall impression:

Forest of Kielder, point 4, 11.38

very silent, only one bird per 30 seconds

forest road 5m wide, for cars, 1 species of silver spar, stone grit road, some molinia
and ferns on the side, not a lot of vision through the mist and the dark forest

Forest of Kielder, point 3, 11.22

Forest of Hardcastle Crags, point 2, 12.18

Wind catching leaves, leaves dropping, children and cars from a road you cannot
see.

Overall impression:

Forest of Hardcastle Crags, point 3, 12.34

Mostly the wind through the maple trees. And maple leaves that fall on the ground.
Sometimes a motor.

Rotting leaves

Edge of pasture, old kronkelig woodland oak on the left. The edge is more a mix.
You see a hint of pasture. The path is clearly cut out on the hill slope. Steep slope
on the left, fence on the right. You watch through the tree tops.

Moss, rotting leaves(sweet)

Small path of small stones, hard clay, leaves

Overall impression:

Slippery, dangerous stones because of stones and leaves and clay surface.

More wind than in other parts, sun also more

mix of ancient oaks, pine trees, acer, underlayer varying from ferns to stones with
mosses. Pathway obscured by leaves. Through the trees you see some hints of pasture. Steep slope. Stones invite to climb.

Some gentle wind & sunshine.

You cannot go off the path. You would fall down or meet a fence.

Mainly water flowing over rockbed, children, some birds

Ferns, woody rotten leaves

River, birds

Overall impression:

Forest of Hardcastle Crags, point 5, 13.28

Path not very distuingable from the rest.

Forest of Hardcastle Crags, point 4, 13.10

Distinctive rotting Fagus leaves

Stones on path with siome leaves, slippery

Steep slope towards river, cobblestone path, very much laid out. Woodland of
klighter species like oak, ash, some maple. You can see the other side well, mown
grass. This side you can see around 50m back and forth.

1,5m wide hard clay path with some leaves and rocks

Lots of sunlight, no wind.

Overall impression:

Some sunlight through trees no wind, moisty (cool)

Uphill possible, downhill too steep.

River, other side visible it is all woodland. Beech trees along the water in golden
light. Distance from the water approx 5m, but path is higher (2m). Lots of people
around(children). Further away from the river starts a mixed oak pine woodland

You can walk mostly underneath Fagus.

falling into river on all sides

walking in all directions possible

creaking trees, wind in top trees, crows, birds, rustling birch

firs, molinia

soft needle path, tree trunk(hard)

short episodes of wind, bits of rain

on one hand blocked by conifers, walking down to river possible, 270 possible

ferns

grind/grass path, soft

cold wind, more dark than other place

free movement because of soft edges

Overall impression:

birds, wind in top of pine trees

pine forest, quite light, edge of forest, sometimes colour with acer, needles on path,
stone wall, sight to other side through trees

open space, edge, conifers, muddy, firs

wind, cold, bit of light, moisty

some sunlight, slightly more wind

Overall impression:

Overall impression:

Forest of Ennerdale, point 3, 16.01

hard concrete bridge

see path

Forest of Ennerdale, point 2, 15.50

larix, water, iron

rotten leaves

river, edges, open field on one side, closed forest

river cobbling, mountainbikers, people greeting

Overall impression:

Forest of Ennerdale, point 1, 15.33

Falling leaves, small stream water(further away), wind in treetops, people(from
closeby)

Quite far away from river(like 20m), sound less immersive, a bit sight of river. Not
from other side. Oak woodland with falling leaves. New underplanting of beech.
Broad path of stones, trunks, leaved soil.

Forest of Hardcastle Crags, point 6, 13.44

Forest of Ennerdale, point 4, 16.14

playing children, voices, dogs, contractors, building sounds

Overall impression:

Forest of Grizedale, point 1, 11.30

water

food, rotten leaves

walled garden with high trees towards country lane, benches, play equipment, litter
bins, neatly made wall, asphalt, mown grass, signs

molinia

asphalt road hard, broad

Overall impression:

soft needle path, tree trunk(hard)

not too much wind because of walled garden

higher view on the river, waterfall, great view, through trees signs of wood logging

short episodes of wind, bits of rain

freedom of movement because of mown grass

birds, rippling water, kids from the playground way below, mountainbikers,

lots of different autumn smells

gently rippling water, birds

Overall impression:

Forest of Grizedale, point 3, 12.11

steep towards river, free to walk hillwards

Forest of Grizedale, point 2, 11.51

mosses, ferns, firs, rotting leaves

stone grit, water, slippery log to jump over water

light, half open spot in the forest, meandering stone grit path, lots of different pine
autumn colours: larix, molinia, picea abies, ferns, gently rippling river

wet stony path(hard)

sunny, warm, no wind

Overall impression:

bright sun through trees

you can walk into ferns & spaghnum

stone path(loose stones), water on the path, pipes(dredging), closed birch forest,
poles, closed forest, mountainbikers

not possible because of closed forest

wind hard, sun

you can climb easily everywhere on the rock

some more wind, but still gently sunny

first meters are quite accessible, then dense, ferns not

fuel, burnt wood/coal, food, perfume

pavement asphalt

slight rain, lot of exposure

containedness through walls, roads and pavements

moisty

stone grit path, quite wide, sides are soft, water

moisty air, sun

it is easier to walk into the clearing than into the forest

Bridge, town, road, river, old mills, people, parking spots, hill road, views over city
and river

cars parking, people, some water, people talking, construction, some birds.

Overall impression:

birds, river

on the left an unattractive clearing with lots of grass and cut trees on the right a
quite open but darker spruce forest. You see a river and a pipe under the path.

Overall impression:

Overall impression:

Calderdale, point 1, 12.01

climbing rock that can be slippery, paths soft that lead to the top, you might go for
a climb with hand and feet

easy walking gravel path

Forest of Grizedale, point 6, 13.18

stone, heathland, birch leaves

hint of needles

amazing view, clearing in the wood with heathland, stones, birch, some exotics,
looking over tree tops, 360 view, people sitting at the top, much light, paths all over
to reach the top
you hear wind and some sounds from down the valley, helicopters, talking people
from a distance

Overall impression:

Forest of Grizedale, point 5, 12.49

some birds and wind in the trees of a tree plantation with higher trees

tree plantation, wide path 4m, sitka spruce with some larix and birch, edges are
quite open and gentle. Some sights over the valley are amazin. You can see the path
rolling on.

Forest of Grizedale, point 4, 12.31

Calderdale, point 2, 12.16

Wind in face, tree row further. Almost no sound valley. Some crows no sheep.

Overall impression:

Calderdale, point 3, 12.40

ruisen bomen, valleiweg en constructie, vogels, trein

Grass and manure(sheep)

far view on other side, edge of slope forest. Enclosed field for sheep. Old stone
walls, some crumbled. Steep hill with houses (farm) on top. Mobile station. Openings in walls. Traces of sheep grazing.

rottende bladeren

Soft grass touch, bit bumpy

Overall impression:

zacht bladeren, geritsel

wind, exposure, light

beukenbos met steile helling en weinig ondergroei. Pad op bladbodem. Dode boom
op weg. Door de bladeren zie je de vallei en de rand boven. Boomwortels en stenen. Wat varens en lang gras.

relatief weinig wind, donker

Freedom everywhere, except for walls.

some birds and wind in the trees of a tree plantation with higher trees

rottende bladeren

Beetje eng, harde wind in kleine boompjes van de moor, vogels(veel), beek kletteren

Overall impression:

Calderdale, point 4, 13.02

lopen in alle richitngen mogelijk, wel wat steil

Calderdale, point 3b, 12.55

hint of needles

breed karrespoor met glad bruggetje van keien

Karrespoor, bosje langs beekje, karrespoor op stenen, door beek, muurtje recht
met gaten, links een hek, berk, esdoorn, es, holly, rand van moor met hier en daar
wat bomen.

easy walking gravel path

ietwat beschermd tegen wind en toch best licht(herfst)

Overall impression:

some more wind, but still gently sunny

hekken en muurtje

Karrespoor, bosje langs beekje, karrespoor op stenen, door beek, muurtje recht
met gaten, links een hek, berk, esdoorn, es, holly, rand van moor met hier en daar
wat bomen.

first meters are quite accessible, then dense, ferns not

wind, wind in treetops

absence

swampy wide path

less wind, less rain, enclosed

no walk through functional wall, other side yes

peat and manure

wet, muddy, grassy path

wind, exposure, more wind, bit of rain

free range of 200m

dicks lane, path wide in between 2 walls, no view to left, but to right quite an impressive view through the crumbling wall, forest near, pike nearer, waaiende zegge

some cows, wind

Overall impression:

walking on drier parts heath is possible but stepping on peat bog a bit dangerous

left moorlands, right wall

heathland, broad muddy path, cows grazxing, powerlines, sheep pasture, fenced/
enclosed, first sight on monument, hint of dicks path

wind, exposure to sun, wind is less hard than before

wind, bit of rain and exposure to sun

Overall impression:

Overall impression:

Calderdale, point 8, 14.03

soft, sometimes wet, peaty path in which you could drown

soft, peaty path

Calderdale, point 7, 13.50

absence, but when you step on grass you smell it. Mest

peaty

moorland all around, powerlines on horizon, also an unblocked horizon, dark
clouds at high spped. Spaghnum, hei, molinia, pad

wind gezicht, wind gras

Overall impression:

Calderdale, point 6, 13.32

wind on face and grass

360 view, moorlands left, pasture right, moorlands strech very far, nearest tree
500m. Wabing molinia(brown-ish), heathland, big skies

Calderdale, point 5, 13.18

appendix 2

Calderdale, point 9, 14.15

wind treetops 50%, wind face

absence

Depends on side. In the wind around corner 100% wind in face. Out of wind: you
can hear wind on face. Out wind: you can hear wind in grass

Overall impression:

Calderdale, point 10, 14.33

absence

soft grass

monument domineert, grasvlakte waar het op staat, door veel betreden, eromheen
moorland, 360 view min monument, windmolens aan de horizon, grauwe, bemoste,
verwende steen. Bos van bovenaf.

muddy, splashy, zompig pad

See sounds

Overall impression:

iets minder wind

it is easier to walk into the clearing than into the forest

going down road, forest edge of zilverspar and larix behind a wall. Wall on other
side with gap. Muddy path(wide) nice view on ascend studley pike.

contained within walls, but in between freedom

Large parts of Upper England flood every two or three years following
disastrous peak rain events, leading to both financial and societal damage. The
floods get worse every time, because of climate change, increasing damage and
a changing land use, thus flood alleviation schemes should be implemented on
a large scale. This thesis zooms in at the Calder Valley, a historically flood prone
area, where a catastrophal combination of a tight valley and steep, open hills
causes rain to flood the densely populated valley again and again. Woodland
planting is seen as an important part of flood alleviating schemes and can
slow and diminish woodlands signifcantly. However, the social acceptance and
thereby the implementation of woodland planting is lacking among farmers,
because they lack productive use and values and among walkers because
they lack experiential qualities. The aim of this thesis is to find experiential,
productive and hydrological principles for new woodlands and to see to what
extent they can be combined, to create a more culturally adopted runoff
slowing woodlands.
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